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Executive Summary

The South Fork Raptor Project, a five-year effort, was initiated in 1994, with two primary

objectives: 1) tomonitorbaldeagleproductivityinSoutheastIdaho,and2) to develop a monitoring

program for all raptors in the Snake River study area.

In 1994, 39 bald eagle territories were known within the Southeast Idaho portion of the

Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, including 3 new territories first located in 1994. Twenty of these

breeding areas include Bureau of Land Management managed public lands, 26 include National

Forest lands. In 1994, 38 of 39 known territories were occupied, and 36 were active (incubation

occurred). Known productivity at these sites was 1.13 advanced young per occupied nest (43 young

at 38breeding areas). In 1994, 28 nestlings were banded. Known historical information and key use

areas were documented for threebald eaglebreeding areas: Wolverine Creek (18-IS-10), Cress Creek

(18TS-12), and Confluence (18-IS-13).

In 1994, our primary accomplishment in development of a raptor monitoring program was

documentation of a literature review for each of the raptorial species involved to include specific

detection methods for surveys, occurrence in this region, ecology and reproductive biology, and

habitat relationships. We also initiated presence /absence surveys. In this first year, we used a two-

step system of simple random sampling without replacement to select square mile sections for

sampling, and then attempted to determine raptor occurrence vvdthin each of 16 quadrats of 40-acres

size within each section. For 1995, we have developed a more efficient sampling regime to include

Latin Square plus 1 for initial sample selection. This methodology allows us to avoid over-sampling

in areas of relatively poor habitat (=low occurrence), a likely result of stratified sampling. We will

also use adaptive sampling to identify areas used by the more rare spedes. This methodology will

allow us to focus searches within areas and habitats where rare species have been detected and still

avoid sampling bias. We will also refine habitat classifications around locations where raptors are

detected.

We have thus far documented the occurrence of 19 raptorial species within the Snake River

study area, and suspect that 7more species maybe found. Several of these species, notably red-tailed

hawks and greathorned owls, were verycosmopolitan in their habitat selection, whereas others, like

flammulated owls, appear tobe very selective. We correlated raptor observations with abroad-scale

vegetative coverscheme. We found thatSnake River corridorhabitats are highlymodifiedbyhuman

uses. Areas with natural vegetation, or with the management capacity to be regenerated to a more

natural vegetation regime (i.e. Public Lands), are of great importance to maintenance of biological

diversity in this ecosystem.
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Introduction As vagile and visible predators, raptors

canbe an earlywarning ofhabitatdegradation or

This report documents the first year of species decline farther down the food chain,

progress in a five-year project to monitor rapto- Raptors with narrow ecological niches, such as

rial birds within the Snake River ecosystem of prairie falcons and Cooper's hawk, maybe par-

southeastern Idaho. This project has two pri- ticularly sensitive ecological indicators (Steenhof

mary objectives: 1) to continue monitoring of and Kochert 1982, Saab 1990). These species are

bald eagle productivity andbald eagle habitats of worthyofmonitoring emphasisbecausechanged

southeast Idaho; and 2) to develop a monitoring environmental conditions can be detected in a

program for the entire guild of raptorial birds raptorpopularion
,

sdemography(Newtonl979).

found within a more narrowly defined Snake Although raptor community ecology is not well

River study area. The goal is to develop monitor- understood, raptors may serve as good models

ing tools that canbe applied to the conservation of predator guilds (Jaksic 1985). And several

of the broader biological community. raptorial species generate considerable interest

There is growing recognition of the need in and of themselves (e.g. Ollendorf 1989).

to conserve functional ecosystems rather than The Snake River system in Southeast

just individual species. A reliable resource in- Idaho houses significant biological resources

ventory and long-term monitoring program are deemed worthy ofmanagement focus (BLMand

central to the conservation of rare species and Forest Service 1991). The 119 river miles and

thus, more broadly, of biological diversity at the associated riparian corridorinthese riverreaches

ecosystem level (Murphy and Weiss 1988). Sue- have been labeled by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

cessful monitoring depends upon the ability to Service as the single most significant wildlife

determine habitat relationships and to track habitat in all of wildlife-rich Idaho. Our study

population trends. However, among the more area includes this valuable riparian corridor plus

difficult technological tasks associated with the higher elevation areas within 1 mile of the

comprehensive ecosystem management is de- river. We suspect that up to 15 hawk and eagle

velopment of statistically reliable and economi- species and at least 10 owl species (Table 1)

callyfeasfble tools for the inventoryand monitor- reproduce within our study area. Among these,

ing^of low density, clumped density, rare or Swainson's hawk and flarnmulated owl, are

difficult to detect elements of biological diver- neotropical migrants. Swainson's hawk, merkn,

sity. This projectis a test case. Our subjects are the and boreal owl are BLM sensitive species in

diverse group of raptorial birds found within the Idaho. Southeast Idaho's 39 active bald eagle

Snake River corridor and nearby uplands. As a nesting territories, 14 in the smaller study area,

first step, we are developing statistically valid are among the most productive in the entire

presence/absence sampling methods to deter- Greater Yellowstone Region

mine breeding raptor occurrence and associated

habitat correlations, a broad-scale monitoring Objectives

program. Then we will build from this informa-

tion to estimate relative abundance of breeding L Etetermine bald eagle productivity and docu-

pairs, refine habitat relationships and develop a ment habitat observations for bald eagle territo-

fine-scale monitoring design. We will apply ries within the Idaho portion of the Greater

newly developed adaptive sampling methods Yellowstone Ecosystem. Specific 1994 tasks

for those species that are particularly rare in the within this objective are:

study area. This information will be used to a Complete bald eagle nest survey forms for

suggest measurement and monitoring method- each breeding area

ology applicable to an array of biological re- b. Monitor and assess the effects of human

sources. disturbance to eachbreeding area as determined
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during activity and productivity surveys.

c Provide preliminary identification of key use

areas and important habitat use areas for the

followingbald eaglebreeding areas: Cress Creek
(18-IS-10), Wolverine Creek (18-IS-12), and
Confluence (18-IS-13).

II. The overall goal of this five-year project is to

develop an inventory and monitoring program
for all raptorial birds of the Snake River study

area. The 1994 objective is to initiate Phase I,

presence/absence surveys with stratified ran-

domized sampling, to determine raptor species

occurrence andbroad-scale habitatrelationships

(see methods).

a. Develop preliminary presence / absence sam-
pling regimes and select initial samples.

b. Identify broad-scale vegetation types within

selected sample areas.

c Complete presence/absence surveys for rap-

tors within selected sample areas,

d. Complete a thorough and current literature

review for each of the raptorial species involved

to include specific detection methods for sur-

veys, occurrence in this region ecology and re-

productive biology, and habitat relationships.

Raptor species to be included in this analysis are

shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Raptor Species Codes for raptorial birds to be inventoried and monitored in the South Fork study
area, 1994-1998.

RaDtor SDecies Scientific Name Code Soecies Number

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus Ha. le. 01

Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Aq. ch. 02
Osprey Pandion haliaetus Pa. ha. 03
Turkey Vulture Cathartes aura Ca. au. 04
Red-tailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis Bu. ja. 05
Swainson's Hawk Buteo swainsoni Bu. sw. 06
Feruginous Hawk Buteo regalis Bu. re. 07
Northern Harrier Circus cyaneus Ci. cy. 08
Northern Goshawk Accipiter gentilis Ac. ge. 09
Cooper's Hawk Accipiter cooperii Ac. co. 10

Sharp-shinned Hawk Accipiter striatus Ac. st. 11

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus Fa. pe. 12

Prairie Falcon Falco mexicanus Fa. me. 13

Merlin Falco columbarius Fa. co. 14

American Kestrel Falco sparverius Fa. sp. 15

Great Homed Owl Bubo virginianus Bu. vi. 16

Long-eared Owl Asio otus As. ot. 17

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus As.fi. 18

Western Screech Owl Otus kennicottii Ot. as. 19

Burrowing Owl Athene cunicularia At. cu. 20
Great Gray Owl Strix nebulosa St. ne. 21

Barred Owl Strix varia St. va. 22
Northern Pigmy Owl Glaucidium gnoma Gl. gn. 23
Flammulated Owl Otus flammeolus Ot.fi. 24
N. Saw-Whet Owl Aegolius acadicus Ae. ac. 25

Boreal Owl Aegolius funereus Ae. cu. 26
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Montana border to Idaho Falls, and the Snake

Riverwatershed southto theWyomingborder at

the upper end of Palisades Reservoir. The area

Study Area includes the Snake River study area plus the

upper Henry's Fork in Island Park, outlying

The 119 mile long reach of Snake River lakes like Sheridan Reservoir, and Henry's Fork

corridor identified in theBLMand ForestService tributaries, the Falls and TetonRiverwatersheds.

1991 Snake River Activity/ Operations Plan is

the core of the study area (figure 1). This area Methods

includes the South Fork of the Snake River from

PalisadesDambeyond the confluence to Market Bald Eagle Monitoring

Lake Canal, and Henry's Fork from St Anthony

to its confluence with the mainstem Snake. The All known and suspected bald eagle

study area is expanded to include upland habi- breeding areas are surveyed. Specific data to be

tats within 1 mile on each side of river. In obtained includes: nest occupancy, breeding

preliminary studies, the investigators located activity, breeding success, and number of ad-

breedingraptorswMchnestwithinthisexpanded vanced young produced. Definitions used for

areaandrelyinpartupontheriparianbottomfor bald eagle reproductive terminology are as fol-

foraging habitat lows:

, The upper section of the South Fork be- Breeding area or territory. This refers to the area

low Palisades Dam flows through a mountain used by one territorial pair of adult bald eagles

valley, Swan Valley, Idaho. It then flows into a and containing one or more nests,

rugged, deeplyincised canyon approximately 26 Occupiedbreeding area ornest A breeding area

miles in length. The lower portion of the South or territory, or nest within a breeding area or

Fork and the Henry's Fork below St Anthony territory, with evidence ofbald eagle use during

meander across broad, braided flood plains, part of thebreeding season. Occupancy occurs if

Much of the South Fork in these lower reaches is a) two adults are seen at or near an empty nest

contained by a dike system. within thebreeding season, b) one adult and one

Much of the river is borderedby riparian subadult are seen at or near a nest during the

cottonwood gallery forests recognized as among breeding season and there are displays of repro-

the largest and most intactin the western United ductive behavior, c) there is clear evidence of

States. Beyond the floodplain, landscapes on recentnestrepairs ornew nest construction, or d)

each side of the river include a rich diversity of observations that identify the nest as active as

vegetative cover and topographical relief: cord- defined below.

ferand aspencovered foothills, park-like pasture Active breeding area or nest Incubating pair. A
lands and cultivated crop lands; precipitous can- breeding area or nest within a breeding area or

yonwalls; sage,mountainmahogany, andjuniper territory, with clear evidence ofbald eagle repro-

covered slopes; and steep, rockymountains. The ductive effort during the breeding season. An
lower reaches feature biologically rich sloughs active nest is one where incubation, eggs, or

and wetlands. The South Fork and lower reach nestlings are observed. Incubation posture does

of the Henry's Fork are recognized as a primary not necessarily infer incubation, and actual in-

biological asset of the Greater Yellowstone Eco- cubation should be assumedonly if an adult

system. remains in the posture for several hours or an

Bald eagles are monitored within a larger exchange of incubation duty by adults is ob-

region, the Idaho portion of the Greater served. RevisedGYE Bald EagleWorkingGroup

Yellowstone Ecosystem. This area includes guidelines substitute Active with the term "incu-

Southeast Idaho west to interstate 15 from the bating Pair".
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Figure 1. Snake River study area. This map is taken from the Snake River Activity/Operations Plan (USDI

BLM and USDA Forest Service 1991). Scale 1 : 500,000
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Successfulbreedingarea ornest Abreeding area is practical. Suggestions for applicability to other

or territory, or nest within a breeding area or areas and other biological groups will be made.

territory, where advanced young are produced.

Advanced young are young of the year at ornear Breeding Raptor Detection.

fledging age.

We apply species-specific raptor detec-

All nest sites are visited a rninirnum of tion methods. We provide a literature review of

twice: earlyforan activity (incubation) checkand raptor detection methods in the results section,

later for a productivity check. In most cases, We will also analyze delectability models from a

additional activity checks are necessary to more statistical perspective as the project progresses,

clearly document activity or to locate new alter-

nate nest sites. Nesting chronology is monitored Raptor Inventory

where reliable data can be obtained. Activity

checks are completed by a combination of aerial Ourraptorinventoryoccursintwophases

and ground or boat surveys as suggested by as follows:

experience with past surveys (e.g. Whitfield et al

1993). Most early ground checks are from long Phase 1. Presence/ Absence Sampling. Sample

distance with spotting scopes to avoid distur- sites are selected to cover abroad array ofbiologi-

bance to adults. cal and physical attributes; such coverage will

{ Later visits are made to measure produc- help assure adequate representation of species

tivity at active nest sites. Nestlings are banded compositionand distributionoverthe studyarea,

during this visit where nest trees can be safely Sarnplmgmustbeexhaustiveenoughtominimize

climbed. Our experience of 11 years of monitor- under-sampling effects on patterns while al-

ing bald eagle nesting activity and productivity lowing truepatterns orgradients acrossthestudy

in this region suggests an area-specific strategy area to be identified, described and predicted,

for bald eagle monitoring that is outlined in With respect to monitoring, sampling must also

Appendix Table 1. ensure thatstudy-wide trends and change canbe

distinguished from localized fluctuations

Development of Raptor Monitoring Program (McKenzie et al. 1991). Hence the number,

placement and size ofthesample sites willrequire

Our raptor inventory is iterative over the careful consideration from both the biological

five years ofthe project, withanadditive progres- and statistical perspectives,

sion through phases as the data is collected and Thestudy areawillbe stratified onhabitat

analyzed. We include here a description of the classifications and other physical factors such as

methods to be used over the life of the project to land use. Sample site placement, size and num-

provide perspective for each year's work Sam- ber will depend in part on size of the stratum

pling methods, including raptor species detec- hornogeneity within strata, and degree of spatial

tion and estimation of relative abundance and coverage over the stratumincluding edges. Data

breeding productivity, must be species specific, recorded ateachsample site will consist inpartof

Once our inventory has provided a reli- the following: sample date and geographic loca-

able baseline, we will develop a long-termmoni- tion, stratum type, habitat patchiness with esti-

toring program for the raptors of the South Fork mated relative percentages of patch-type, raptor

studyarea. Thisprogramwillemployasampling species present, and the within site geographical

designthatwillyieldstatisticallyreliablespecies- location of individuals, nest sites and the like,

specific measures of breeding pair density and Statistical analyses will provide information on

productivity. Time and cost efficiency will be species composition and habitat associations,

emphasized to ensure thatlong-termmonitoring These results willbeused to predictgeographical

J
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distributions of presence for individual species selected sites must also be applied to the re-

and species assemblages over the study area. To corded abundances; insome cases suchmethods

be of value to a long-term, broad-scale monitor- exists while in others, delectability models must

ing program, these predictions mustbe ground- be developed,

truthed and refined.

In our first cut at presence /absence sam- Nesting activity and productivity

plingin 1994,we did a two-stage simple,random

sample selection, first by 10-mile river section, Our raptor inventory is adaptive and cu-

and then by 1 square mile topographic legal mulative as we build our data baseline over the

sections within river sections. We used mapped years. Later in the project, we will monitor all

legal sections because there are often section raptor nest sites to measure productivityparam-

markers on the ground that aid in sample loca- eters, aswenowdo forbald eagles. Thismonitor-

tion. We selected from all square mile sections ing is complicated by the dynamic nature of the

that were at least 50% within 1 mile of the river, activities we are measuring. For example, nest-

We then individually sampled all 40-acre quad- ing surveys thatbegin late in the nesting season

rats (16 per square mile section) within selected may miss nests that fail early, and therefore

sections. overestimate nesting success and productivity

Data and results obtained from this sur- (SteenhofandKochert 1982). Raptorialbirds that

veywillbe invaluable for the second phase of the nest in the study areabegin to activelyrepair and

project estimating relative abundance and dis- build nests and to lay and incubate eggs in

tribution of key species This phase will com- March-June. During this stage, we recheck all

mence in the third year of the project nests located earlier, usuallyfrom along distance

with a scope, to determine if nests are occupied

Phase 2. Estimating Relative Abundance. Sam- and identify species. We attempt to determine

pling to estimate relative abundance is consider- nesting activity during the incubation period in

ablymore complicated than the methods used to a non-invasive manner that does not displace

determine presence or absence of a species. The incubating adults. We also document activity at

area or quadrat size that can be exhaustively newly constructed or occupied nests found

searched forbreeding individuals will tend tobe throughout thebreeding season. Definitions for

smaUerthanthesarnplesitesizediscussedabove, occupied and active nests follow those used for

and is likely to be somewhat species-specific. At bald eagle monitoring.

this finer scale, some species (e.g. flammulated We return to a sample of known active

owls, Otus flmnmeolus) could occur at relatively nests after the pairs are at least 10 days into

low densities with spatial distributions that ap- incubation in 2 or 3 person teams to measure

pear to be aggregated so that locating quadrats clutch size. We will use tools designed to mini-

with species presentmaybemore difficult Once mize time atnests, e.g. Hayward (1993). We later

presence is established at a selected sample site, revisit nests to document nesting success and

detecting all individuals, that is obtaining accu- number of young produced,

rate counts, can be difficult Detection methods

will be species-specific. Habitat description

Adaptive sampling techniques (e.g.

Thompson 1990, MunhoUand and Borkowski For Phase 1 surveys (presence /absence)

1993b) are very useful and efficientwhen search- completed in 1994 and reported here, we charac-

ing for rare or spatially clustered populations, terized each 40 acre sample quadrat by general

since sampling effort is dependent on species vegetation cover type according to the system

presence. Statistical methods which account for developed by Ulliman et al. (1991), which in-

lessthanperfectdelectabilityofindividualswithin eludes 30 cover types (Table 2). We indicate the
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dominantcovertype found within each quadrat,

with recognition that many quadrats feature a

complex mosaic of vegetative cover types (Ap-

pendix Table 5).

As the project matures, our habitat mea-

sures will become more refined to characterize

features selected by individual raptor species.

We hope to characterize, at a landscape level,

habitat features found within areas estimated to

include the home ranges of nesting raptor pairs.

We will also measure habitat features around all

nest sites to determine those features of impor-

tance to nest occupancy and success (see Appen-

dix A, Table 4). This step will occur after fledg-

lings have left the area, from August-October in

most cases.

Table 2. Snake River study area vegetative cover types after Ulliman et al. (1991).

Level 1 Level II Level III

1 Urban 11 Residential 111 Residential

12 Commercial 121 Commercial

13 Industrial 131 Gravel pits, quarry

14 Transportation 141 Roads, transportation services

2 Agriculture 21 Cropland, 21 1 Tilled cropland

Pasture 212 Permanent pasture

24 Other 241 Buildings and associated areas

242 Irrigation canals

243 Dikes and dams
3 Rangeland 31 Grassland 311 Upland grasslands

32 Shrubland 321 Sagebrush-bitterbrush

322 Mountain mahogany
323 Upland shrubland

4 Forestland 41 Deciduous 41 1 Aspen, closed (> 75% cover)

412 Aspen, open (< 75% cover)

42 Evergreen 421 Douglas-fir

422 Juniper

5 Water 51 Riverine 511 Upper perennial

512 Lower perennial

6 Riparian 61 Nonwoody 611 Grasses

612 Sedges

62 Woody 621 Willow

622 Dogwood
623 Cottonwood

7 Barrenland 74 Exposed Rock 741 Bedrock outcrops

742 Scree slopes
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Results

VI

Bald Eagle Activity and Productivity

In 1994we documented activity and pro-

ductivity at 39bald eagle breeding areas (Table )

.

All observations at individual nesting areas are

reported elsewhere (Whitfield et al. 1994). Bald

eagle productivity rebounded in 1994 from the

verylow levels reported in 1993. In 1994, 38 of 39

known territories were occupied, and 36 were

active. Known productivity at these sites was
1.13 advancedyoungperoccupiednest(43young
at 38breeding territories). Mostnotable produc-

tivity increases were at Palisades Reservoir and
in Island Park. The 5 nests found near Palisades

Reservoir produced 7 advanced young in 1994

(only 1 in 1993, 7 in 1992). The 9 active pairs of the

South Fork Canyon produced 11 young in both

1993 and 1994, slightlybelow the average perfor-

mance of these nests in recent years, and the

lower river nests were also similar in productiv-

ity in the two recent years. However, the Conti-

nental Unit rebounded from only 8 advanced

young at 16 established nests in 1993 to 18 ad-

vanced young in 1994. The Riverside Territory

(18-IC-15) in Island Park finally became active

again; anew nest site was located in this territory

that had not been detected as occupied since

1990.

Overall 1994 productivity for the Idaho/

GYE nesting territories was 1.13 young/occu-
piednest Although this productivity is relatively

low in the context of the past 7 years (Table 3), it

should be noted that 6 new breeding territories

have been located in the last 3 years, 3 of these in

1994. Breeding attempts in new territories are

frequently unsuccessful or low in productivity.

Three new breeding territories were lo-

cated in 1994. These include the Market Lake

territory (18-IS-22) on the main Snake below the

confluence, the Upper Teton territory (18-IS-21)

in Teton Valley, and a nesting attempt on the

Buffalo River (18-IC-17) in Island Park In 1994,

28 Idaho/GYE nestlings were banded with

numbered Fish and Wildlife Servicelegbands on
the right leg and color bands with stamped two

digit alphanumeric codes on the left leg.

Table 3. Advanced young per occupied nest with known
outcome for years 1988-1994.

Year Advancec vouna/occupied nest

1988 1.70

1989 1.35

1990 1.59

1991 1.45

1992 1.23

1993 0.69

1994 1.13
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Table 4. Activity and productivity status for bald eagle breeding territories within the Idaho portion

of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, 1994.

NUMBER NUMBER
TERRITORY TERRITORY ADVANCED YOUNG
NAME NUMBER STATUS YOUNG BANDED COMMENTS

PALISADES RESERVOIR AREA

Hoffman 18-IS-01 Active, successful 2 2

Williams Creek 18-IS-02 Active, successful 1 1

Van Point 18-IS-03 Active, successful 2 2 New alternate nest

Edwards Creek 18-IS-17 Active, unsuccessful

King Creek 18-IS-18 Active, successful 2 2 Rebuilt old nest

SOUTH FORK SNAKE RIVER

Palisades Creek 18-IS-04 Active, successful 2 2

Swan Valley 18-IS-05 Active, successful 1 New alternate

Coiiant Valley 18-IS-06 Active, successful 2 2

Pine Creek 18-IS-07 Active, unsuccessful

Dry Canyon 18-IS-08 Active, successful 2

Gormer Canyon 18-IS-09 Active, successful 2 2

Wolverine 18-IS-10 Active, successful 1 1

Antelope Creek 18-IS-11 Active, successful 1

Cress Creek 18-IS-12 Active, unsuccessful Nest blowdown

MAIN SNAKE RIVER

Confluence 18-IS-13 Active, successful 1 New alternate

Market Lake 18-IS-22 Active, successful 1 1 New territory

LOWER HENRY'S FORK, SOUTH FORK, FALL AND TETON RIVERS , SNAKE UNIT

Cartier Slough 18-IS-14 Active, successful 1

St. Anthony 18-IS-15 Active, successful 2

Singleton 18-IS-16 Active, successful 1

Lower Fall River 18-IS-19 Unoccupied, No eagles seen

Menan Buttes 18-IS-20 Active, successful 1

Upper Teton River 18-IS-21 Active, successful New territory
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Table 4. Activity and productivity status for bald eagle breeding territories within the Idaho portion

of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, 1994 (cont.).

NUMBER NUMBER
TERRITORY TERRITORY PRODUCTIVITY ADVANCED YOUNG
NAME NUMBER STATUS YOUNG BANDED COMMENTS

CONTINENTAL UNIT, UPPER HENRY'S FORK SNAKE RIVER

Kerr Canyon 18-IC-01 Active, successful 2

Pine Haven 18-IC-02 Occupied,

Box Canyon 18-IC-03 Active, successful 1 1

Coffee Pot 18-IC-04 Active, unsuccessful

Bishop Lake 18-IC-05 Occupied,

Sheridan 18-IC-06 Active, successful 2

Lucky Dog 18-IC-07 Active, successful 2 2 New alternate

Henry's Lake 18-IC-08 Active, unsuccessful

Staley Springs-

Targhee Creek

18-IC-09 Active, successful 2 2

Hale Canyon 18-IC-10 Active, successful 1 1

Moonshine 18-IC-11 Active, successful 1 1

Last Chance 18-IC-12 Active, successful 2 2

IP Bills 18-IC-13 Active, successful 1 1

Flat Rock 18-IC-14 Active, successful 1 1

Riverside 18-IC-15 Active, successful 2 2 New alternate

Snake River Butte 18-IC-16 Active, successful 1 1

Buffalo River 18-IC-17 Active, unsuccessful New territory

Summary Statistics

Total number nesting territories

Number occupied territories

39 Advanced young/occupied nest: 1.13

(43/38)

38

Number active territories

Number successful territories

36 Advanced young/active nesl

(43/36)

30

: 1.19

Number advanced young 43 Advanced you

(43/30)

ig/successful nest: 1.43
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Bald Eagle Habitat Observations adult bald eagles with young were often seen

within the breeding area, but eventually it was

Threats to the productivity ofbald eagles determined that these young were produced

at several individual breeding areas have in- elsewhere. Adults from the Gormer Canyon

creased dramatically in the last few years. De- Breeding Area were observed foraging near

velopment proposals now being implemented Wolverine Creek in 1990 and visually tracked

may eliminate bald eagle use of the King Creek, back to the Gormer nest Some young of the year

Palisades Creek Swan Valley, Box Canyon, and seen in the area in irrid-summer were fledged

I. P. Bills territories within the next few years, from Wyoming nest sites as indicatedby bands.

Many other breeding areas are experiencing in- The firstnesting attemptin theWolverine

creasing levels of human activity. area occurred in 1992. OnMarch 12, S. Austin of

SeveralofthenewerSoutheastldahopairs the Idaho Bald Eagle Research Projectsaw abald

have exhibited much more resilience to nest site eagle on a built-up heron nest 0.5 miles south of

disturbance than anticipated, but now we may Wolverine Creek at the north end of the Great

bewitnessing examples ofthelonger-term effects Blue Heron rookery near the east river road

of such disturbance. Thelander (1973) docu- (figure 2). An adultwas stationary in incubation

mented bald eagle reactions to incrementally posture for approximately one hour before it left

increased human activity around a lake in Cali- the nest to soar with another adult The nestwas

fomia. Nesting pairs responded by gradually left unattended for 45 minutes before an adult

moving their nesting activity farther from the returned to incubate. B.Alford and others saw an
lakeshore. The Cress Creek pair on the South adult in incubation posture in March and early

Forkwillbe interesting to monitor in 1995 as they April. K. Aslett reported an incubating adult on

seekout anew nest site. The old nest,whichblew April 13, but on April 14, M. Whitfield saw no

out of the tree in 1994, had in the last few years adults on the nest Both adults were perched in

become the site ofconsiderable disturbance early nearby trees. These behaviors suggest that this

in the nesting season. This pair's choice of a new was a new pair in its first nesting attempt The

site willsignalthe degree of disturbance thatnew 1992nesting attempt failed early,

pair's will tolerate over the long-term. Since 1992, the Wolverine pair, probably

the same pair that nested in the heron rookery in

Bald Eagle Key Use Areas 1992 has successfully nested in a large Douglas

fir on the west canyon rim opposite Mud Creek

We provide preliminary information on Nestnumber two for the area is .3 mile upriver of

three bald eagle breeding areas for use in breed- the original nest Two young were produced

ing area management planning. We have not here in 1993, one in 1994. Observations in 1993

conducted intensive observations within these and 1994 indicate that this pair initiates incuba-

areas, and cannot provide a complete picture of tion relatively early, sometime in the firstweek of

foraging areaandhomerange zones. Weprovide March or end of February,

baseline information only, including: breeding

area nesting chronology and past productivity, Occupied Nesting Zone, Zone 1 . We describe an

occupied nesting zones for each breeding area, ocoipiednestingzoneandkeyuseareasinfigure

known foraging and perching areas, and com- 2. This zone includes only nest site #2 for the

ments on breeding area habitat quality. territory. The initial 1992 nest (#1) was built in

earlyspring before human activity intensified

Wolverine Creek (18-IS-10) along the South Fork road, and was abandoned

early. It does not appear that this nest site is

Breeding Area History. The Wolverine Breeding tenable as a productive bald eagle nest, nor that

Areawas firstoccupied in 1992. Prior to thatyear, it should be protected under Zone 1 guidelines.
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Figure 2. The Occupied Nesting Zone (Zone 1) and known key use areas within the Wolverine Bald Eagle

Breeding Territory, 1994. No intensive monitoring has occurred at this breeding area, and the information

portrayed is preliminary only. Numbers indicate known nests, lined area is Zone 1, and red line encloses PMP.
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Table 5. Known productivity at the Wolverine Creek bald eagle breeding territory since re-establishment

of nesting pairs on the South Fork Snake River. 1

NUMBER
YOUNG NEST

YEAR NESTING STATUS FLEDGED NUMBER COMMENT
1992 Active, Unsuccessful Nest#1 Failed 4/14, no young seen.

1993 Actr/e, Successful 2 Nest #2 Discovered 7/7

1994 Active, Successful 1 Nest #2 Banded 5/28

1 Productivity data from 1992-present from agency reports and reports compiled by M. Whitfield et. al.

We define Zone 1 from the responses of nesting This pair has typically begun to incubate

adults duringbanding and observation attempts relatively early, usually in late February or early

at nest #2 This pair does not react to human March, as indicatedby early season observations

activity around nest #1. and estimated age ofyoung atbanding (Table 6).

However, in 1993 and 1994, incubation started

Key Use Areas. A favored Wolverine pair forag- about one week later.

ing area is the river section opposite Rattlesnake This pair was consistently successful at produc-

PoinL The Wolverine adults are often seen in ing young from 1998 to 1992, usually two young

Douglas-fir perches on the south side of the river each year (Table 6). However, the nest failed in

in this reach and prey captures have been seen 1993 and blew down with an unknown number

here. Other frequently used perches include a of young in 1994.

largesnagabout75mupriverofthenesttree,and This pair has produced 1 color morph

several snag and live Douglas fir perches nestling in 3 of 5 years since establishment of the

downstream opposite Wolverine Creek We territory. One of these color morph young, a 1990

have not tracked this pair enough to be aware of male fledgling, was seen repeatedly in the corn-

other key use areas. panyofan adult female near theTeton Creeknest

in Teton Valley in spring, 1991. This nesting

Cress Creek (18-IS-1 2)
attempt did not advancebeyond initial construc-

tion Another, apparentlythecolormorphbanded

Breeding AwaHistory. This territorywas initially in 1988, nested and produced young on the

occupied in spring 1988. The adult pair caused Upper Teton River Territory (18-1S-21) in 1994.

some concern when it built and incubated on a

cottonwood nest near the planned path of a new Occupied Nesting Zone, Zone 1. Our banding

power line (B. Jones pers. coirai). The power forays into the Cress Creek nest area allow us to

linewas subsequently shifted downriverslightly define a zone of adult tolerance for human activ-

from the planned line, and the pair has continued ity around the nest (figure 3).

to occupy the same nest since 1988. This nest is

highly visible from a road across the river, and is Key Use Areas. We have monitored this pair for

also near a popular area for bank fisherpersons several extended periods since 1990, although

(opposite bank). The pair is more tolerant of observations total only about 40 hours. In these

human activity than most pairs on the South limited observations, the pair focused upon the

Fork The adult male of this pair is banded with river reaches from the railroad trestle to 1 / 2 km

a Fish and Wildlife Service band, but numbers below the Heise Bridge. Highly used fishing

havenotbeenreadbecausetheband is tarnished, perches were in the islandsdownriver of the nest,
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Table 6. Estimated nesting chronology within the Cress Creek bald eagle breeding territory, South Fork
Snake River, 1989 to 1994.

Y£AR

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

APPROXIMATE DATES
INITIATION OF
INCUBATION HATCHING

03/01/89

03/01/90

02/24/91

02/27/92

03/09/93

03/07/94

04/02/89

04/02/90

03/29/91

04/02/92

04/13/93

04/1 0/94

DATE
YOUNG
FIRST SEEN

04/16/89

04/1 8/90

04/05/91

04/14/92

Failed early

Young not seen Blowdown 5/28

DATE AND
ESTIMATED AGE
AT BANDING

06/02/89 8 weeks
05/28/90 7.5 weeks
05/25/91 8 weeks
05/17/92 6.5 weeks

COMMENTS

Table 7. Known productivity at the Cress Creek bald eagle breeding territory since re-establishment of
nesting pairs on the South Fork Snake River. 1

YEAR NESTING STATUS
1988 Active, Successful

1989 Active, Successful

1990 Active, Successful

1991 Active, Successful

1992 Active, Successful

1993 Active, Unsuccessful

1994 Active, Unsuccessful

NUMBER
YOUNG NEST
FLEDGED NUMBER

2 Nest#1
1 Nest#1
2 Nest #1

2 Nest#1

2 Nest#1

Nest#1

Nest#1

COMMENT
New territory, banded, 1 color morph
Banded
Both banded, 1 co tor morph
Banded 1, 1 color morph not banded
Banded, no color morphs
Failed early

Nest blowdown, young killed.

1
Productivity data from 1988-present from agency reports and reports compiled by M. Whitfield et. al.

particularly a cottonwood overlooking a north

channel riffle about 200 m below the nest, and
several cottonwoods near the nest tree. Some-
times these adults flew west of the river to un-

known locations and returned to the nest with

prey. They also flew to unknown locations

downriver of the railroad trestle.

In recent years, there has been increased

human activity in the vncinity of the Cress Creek

nest early in the nesting period. Fishermen often

park on the dike and fish near the nest We have

observed very noisy fishermen in the river near

the nest during incubation Since blowdown of

the original nest in 1 994, it would be surprising to

see this pair build again in this area of focused

disturbance.



Figure 3. The Occupied Nesting Zone (Zone 1) and known key use areas within the Cress Creek Bald Eagle

Breeding Territory, 1994. Intensive monitoring has not occurred at this breeding area, and the information

portrayed is preliminary only. Numbers indicate known nests, lined area is Zone 1, and red line encloses PMP.
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Confluence (18-IS-13)

Breeding Area History. The Idaho Department

of Fish and Game first reported use of the

Confluence nesting areain 1977 (Table 8). Many
different nests have been used in subsequent

years; the pattern of changing sites has made

monitoring of this area confusing. Insome years,

it appears that use of nearby areas by other bald

eagle pairs has been confused with Confluence

pair activity. The first use of the Menan Buttes

nestin 1990was initiallydescribed as aConfluence

pair alternate nest We have notmonitored adult

turnover at this site, one factor that may lead to

nest changes. Most nests built in this area have

fallen after only a few years due to bank erosion

or nest tree failure. All of the nests used have

been in older cottonwoods, several in dead

canopies.

Early season observations in this territory

and nestling age atbandingsuggest tha teagles in

this vicinity typically initiate nesting around the

first of March. For example, R. Jones noted an

mcubatingadultonnest#3on3/2/83J.Gaiuetto

andK Aslett saw an incubating adult on nest #7

on 3/2/94

Occupied Nesting Zone, Zone 1. Our initial

display of Zone 1 for the Confluence Territory

(figure 4) is drawnaround allknown Confluence

alternate nests used from 1979-1994 according to

the GYE Bald Eagle Management Flan (1983)

guidelines.

Key Use Areas. Although we have few actual

observations of Confluence pairmovements, we
suggest that most key use areas for this pair are

contained within the zone 1 boundary. Examina-

tion of prey remains suggests that these adults

also use thepond and sage covered areas north of

the river (figure 4). Prey remains at this nesthave

been among the most varied of those found at

any southeast Idaho nest site, including hares,

chubs, suckers, a wild turkey, and several wa-

terfowl species.

Table 8. Known productivity atthe Confluence bald eagle breeding area since re-establishment of nesting

pairs on the South Fork Snake River. 1

YEAR NESTING STATUS
1977 Active, Unknown

1978 Activity unknown

1979 Active, Successful

1980 Active, Successful

1981 Active, Successful

1982 Active, Successful

1983 Active, Successful

1984 Occupied, Inactive

1985 Active, Successful

1986 Active, Successful

1987 Active, Successful

1988 Active, Successful

1989 Active, Successful

1990 Active, Unsuccessful

1991 Active, Successful

1992 Active, Unsuccessful

1993 Active, Unsuccessful

1994 Active, Successful

NUMBER
YOUNG
FLEDGED

?

?

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

3

2

1

1

1

NEST
NUMBER
Nest#1

Nest #2

Nest #2

Nest #3

Nest #3

Nest #3
Nest #3

No nest

Nest #4

Nest #4

Nest #5

Nest #5

Nest #5

Nest #5

Nest #6

Nest #6
Nest #7

Nest #7

COMMENT
New nest located at Confluence.

New alternate, probably used in 1978

New nest on island upriver of 1979 nest

Banded 1 of 2 young, 1 flew from nest

Previous nest blew down, no new nest

Nest too hazardous to climb

Nest blew down after fledging

Banded nestlings

Banded nestlings

Banded nestling

New Menan Buttes successful upriver

New alternate for the year, did not band

Incubation on 1991 nest

Adults at built-up redtail nest

New alternate for the year

1 Productivity data for 1 977 from Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Region 6 files, and 1 978-present from

Bureau of Land Management and Id. F&G reports and reports compiled by M. Whitfield et. al.
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Figure 4. The Occupied Nesting Zone (Zone 1) and known key use areas within the Confluence Bald Eagle

Breeding Territory, 1994. Intensive monitoring has not occurred at this breeding area, and the information

portrayed is preliminary only. Numbers indicate known nests, lined area is Zone 1, and red line encloses PMP.
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Raptor Detection where to survey. Features of nesting, foraging

and winter habitats for 44 Falconiform species

The primary intent of this project is to are discussed with complete literature sources,

detect adult birds that are involved in reproduc- These major works reiterate the impor-

tivebehaviors such as territorial calling ordefense, tance ofknowing the biases associated with each

I3espiteyearsofmterestandstudy,raptorsrernain survey method. They identify variables related

difficult tosurvey (Fuller andMosher 1981, 1987, to observers, working environments, and raptor

Kochert 1986, Smith 1987, Mosher et al. 1990). species surveyed that affect survey reliability.

This survey difficulty arises because raptors are Knowledge of a species' behavior, habitat, sea-

relativelywide ranging, are highly mobile, occur sonal ecology, and highly developed identifica-

at low densities, and, as is the case with many tion skills are all identified as critical and control-

owls, can be solely nocturnaL Several raptorial lable variables.

species, such as accipiters, are secretive during A number of authors present specific in-

certain phases of their nesting cycle. formation on the application of individual

Important summaries ofmonitoring and methods. For example, Mosher et al. (1990) and

survey techniques have been presented (e.g. Call Johnsonetal.(1981)discussbroadcastofconspe-

1978, Fuller and Mosher 1981, 1987, Kochert cific vocalizations in the detection of woodland

1986). Call (1978) focuses on the nesting habitat raptors. Broadcast calling with recorded raptor

ofraptorsfound in the WesternUnited States. He vocalizations can increase the rate at which sev-

describes the nesting habitat ofcommon diurnal eral species are detected when compared to land

and nocturnal raptors and surveymethods used, surveys (by walking or automobile) where the

including species specific timing and surveypre- observer did not attempt to elicit calls (McGarigal

cautions. Call concludes his species accounts and Fraser 1984, Rosenfield et al. 1985).

with comments on specific behaviors and vocal- Nest boxes have been used to collect in-

izations one might encounter at nests. formation on the population demographics of

Fuller andMosher (1981, 1987) review the several cavity-nesting species such as kestrels

most common methods of detecting and count- and several of the smaller owls (e.g.seeHayward

ingraptors. They describe three primary appli- et al. 1992forinformationonuseofnestboxesto

cations for raptor surveys: 1) to determine learn demographic information on boreal owls).

species occurrence, 2) to estimate population We discuss spedes-specific detection

numbers, and 3) for specific information on methods in raptor species accounts below, and

population demographics and reproductive summarize this informationinAppendixA, tables

status. The strengths and weaknesses of road 2 and 3.

and aerial counts, nest searches, roostand colony

counts, Christmas Bird and migration counts, Raptor Occurrence, Presence or Absence

and trapping are presented. They encourage

more effort in the development of efficient and We individually sampled 16 quadrats

reliable sampling techniqueswhichcanbe applied within each of 19 randomly selected square mile

to a diversity of raptors and their habitats. They sections (Table 9 and figure 5). Oursamplingwas

discuss methods and examples of precision and incomplete at several sites because of access

accuracy for raptor surveys. With the recogni- difficulties corrected late in the season; sampling

tion that monitoring resources are limited, they in these areas must be completed in 1995. We
emphasize the need to pool and compare raptor report findings of these surveys in Appendix

studies. Table 5 and under the section headed Local

Kochert (1986) starts with general infor- Occurrence for each raptor species. We will

mation on monitoring methods and ends with revisit each of these sample areas in 1995 in

species specific information on how, when and combination with the new sample areas selected.
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The 1994 presence / absence sampling re-

vealed two prominent results that will be quan-

tified in our more intensive sampling in 1995.

First, much of the potential raptor habitat within

the Snake River corridor, defined here as the area

within one mile of the river, has been altered to

the extent that its capacity to support raptors is

low. For example, approximately 1 / 3 of the area

is in cultivated cropland, and conversionof forest

cover to cropland is ongoing (e.g Sec. 26 in the

Cress Creek area). Secondly, raptor density ap-

pears tobe lower inmany areas than anticipated,

and more clumped in others. This resultmay be

further evidence of habitat alteration within the

study area.

Table 9. Raridomly selected sample areas for determination of raptor occurrence in 1994. All sample

areas are mapped, legal, square mile sections. All 40 acre quadrats (1/4 of 1/4 sections) were sampled

individually.

River

Seament Section Comments
1 Sec. 7;T1S;R45E Gravel pit and forest down river of dam
1 Sec. 27;T1N;R44E Irwin cemetery

2 Sec. 11;T1N;R43E Fall Creek campground area

2 Sec. 30;T2N; R43E Conant Valley

2 Sec. 21;T2N;R43E Pine Creek

3 Sec. 6; T2N; R43E Upriver of Dry Canyon

3 Sec. 23 T3N R42E West of Lufkin bottom

3 Sec. 13 T3N R42E Black Canyon

4 Sec. 15 T3N R41E Clark Hill

5 Sec. 26 T4N R40E Cress Creek area

6 Sec. 35 T5N R39E Texas Slough

7 Sec. 13 T5N R38E Ann is rookery area

7 Sec. 17 T5N R38E Confluence PMP area

7 Sec. 18 T5N R38E Keller's Island

8 Sec. 14 T5N R37E Downriver of Deer Parks

8 Sec. 22 T5N R37E Mile 821 , downriver of Deer Parks

9 Sec. 35 T5N R37E Downriver of Big Six Canal area

11 Sec. 33 T7N R39E Warm Slough near Hibbard Bridge

11 Sec. 19 T7N R40E Downriver of old Ft. Henry
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Figure 5b. Map of square mile sections sampled in South Fork Canyon area for raptor occurrence and vegetative

cover types in 1994 (Scale 1:24,000).
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Figure 5c. Map of square mile sections sampled in Heise to Sunnydell portion of the study area for raptor

occurrence and vegetative cover types in 1994 (Scale 1:24,000).
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Figure 5d. Map of square mile sections sampled inthe Sunnydell to Confluence portion of the study area for raptor

occurrence and vegetative cover types in 1994 (Scale 1:24,000).
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Figure 5e. Map of square mile sections sampled in the Confluence to Roberts portion of the study area for raptor

occurrence and vegetative cover types in 1994 (Scale 1:24,000).
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Figure 5f. Maps of square mile sections sampled in Henry's Fork portion of study area for raptor occurrence and

vegetative cover types in 1994 (Scale 1:24,000).



Appendix Table 2. Summary of inventory information for diurnal raptor species suspected within
Snake River study area.

Species

Bald

Eagle

Occurrence^

Known,
this study

Golden
Eagle

Known,
this study

Osprey Known,
this study

Northern

Goshawk
Known,
this study

Cooper's

Hawk
Known,
this study

Sharp-shinned Known
Hawk this study

General Habitats

Stick nests. Cottonwood
riparian and Douglas fir.

Stick nests. Cliff ledges.

Large stick nests up to

3 mi. from river.

Mature conifer, mixed
deciduous. Stick nests.

Riparian woodlands, mixed
conifers. Stick nests.

Dense even-aged conifer

stands of smaller diameter.

Stick nests.

Appropriate Survey Methods
Aerial and ground surveys.

Aerial and ground surveys.

Fledgling food-begging calls.

Aerial, ground surveys.

Calls 5/1-6/30. Fledgling

food-begging calls, 7/1-8/15.

Same protocol as for

goshawks

Same protocol as for

goshawks

Red-tailed

Hawk
Known,
this study

Open tree stands,

Stick nests.

Swainson's

Hawk
Known,
this study

Pastures, shrublands and
open meadows. Stick nest

Feruginous

Hawk
Potential Sagebrush grasslands,

Open country, ground nests

Northern

Harrier

Known,
this study

Grasslands and riparian

shrub. Ground nests

Peregrine

Falcon

Known
this study

Big walls, cliffs

near riparian

Prairie

Falcon

Known
this study

Rock cliffs, near river to

semi-arid areas

Merlin Potential Open forest near
grasslands

American
Kestrel

Known
this study

Secondary cavity

in deciduous forest

Turkey
Vulture

Known
this study

Cliffs, caves, dense shrubs.

Grasslands and conifer edge

Broadcast calls 3/20-5/1 5. Fledgling

food-begging calls, 7/1-8/15. Ground
and aerial surveysbefore leaf-out.

Ground surveys 5/1-8/15.

Ground surveys, March courtship

Mid-April, conspicuous young on nests.

Systematic ground surveys for

May courtship, extended observation to

track prey delivery to nests.

Ground survey

March courtship, July fledge.

Ground survey March courtship,

July fledge, BLM protocol

Ground surveys April

courtship, young call in July

Systematic ground surveys

(E. Bull protocol)

Systematic ground

1 Terms used here for occurrence include: known, this study = nest sites and/or territorial adults seen or

heard; known, reports = listed as a species found in this area; suspected, appropriate habitat for these

species found in the area; potential, may be found here but marginally.



Appendix Table 3. Summary of inventory information for owl species suspected within Snake

River study area.

Species

Saw-Whet
Owl

Northern

Pygmy Owl

Western
Screech Owl

Flammul-

ated Owl

Short-eared

Owl

Long-eared

Owl

Great
Horned Owl

Great Gray
Owl

Barred

Owl

Boreal

Owl

Burrowing

Owl

Occurrence

Known,
this study

Known,
this study

Known,
this study

Known,
this study

Suspected

Known,
this study

Known
this study

Potential!

Potential

Potential

Potential

1 General Habitats

Cavities, mixed
conifers, cottonwoods.

Cavity nest. Spruce/fir

and Douglas fir.

Cavity nest. Mature

riparian, deciduous or

Douglas fir to aspen.

Cavity nest. Mature

conifer, aspen.

Ground nests. Grass-

lands and marshes
at forest edge.

Stick nest. Mixed fir

and cottonwoods.

Stick nest. Across all

habitats.

Broken top tree or stick nest.

Lodgepole and Douglas fir,

spruce. Open canopy forest.

Cavity or stick nest. Mixed

fir. Deciduous forests in east.

Cavity nest. Mature

spruce/fir. Higher

elevation (marginal here).

Burrow, Flat pasture land

Appropriate Survey Methods

Territorial calls 2/15-4/30.

Fledgling food-begging calls.

Calls 4/1-5/30 & 9/1-11/1.

Territorial calls 2/1-4/30.

Fledgling food-begging calls.

Territorial calls 5/1-6/30.

Fledgling food-begging calls.

Territorial calls 3/1-5/1.

Ground surveys.

Fledgling calls, diurnal flights.

Territorial calls 3/1-4/1

5

Territorial calls 1/1-5/1.

Ground surveys. Fledgling calls.

Territorial calls 2/1-4/1.

Fledgling food-begging

calls.

Territorial calls 3/1 -4/1.

Territorial calls 2/15-4/30.

Fledgling food-begging

calls.

Ground surveys.

Territorial calls 4/1-6/1 5.

1 Terms used here for occurrence include: known, this study = nest sites and/or territorial adults seen or

heard; known, reports = listed as a species found in this area; suspected, appropriate habitat for these

species found in the area; potential, may be found here but marginally.



Appendix Table 4. Raptor breeding area report form.

Nest/Territory/Occurrence Number Site Number Year Map Name

Area Description UTM-N or Latitude UTM-E or Longitude

Raptor Species Breeding Area Status

Nest surveys:

No. No. N. No.

Date Time Method Adults Subadutts Eggs Nestlings

No.

Fledglings

Observer

Season Summary and Remarks

Nest Tree or Cliff:

Species Character Type Height Diameter Canopy Diameter

Nest Characteristics:

Height Diameter Condition

Habitat Features:

Dominant Type Basal Area Canopy Area

Aspect Slope Elevation

Nearest Human Activity/Distance:

Roads Structures Activity Activity Type Visibility

Banding and Band Recovery:

Age Sex Avise No. Color Code/Leg

Prey Remains:

Dates Items collected



Appendix Table 5. Raptor presence survey results on Snake River Study area, 1994

(each record is of an individual raptor species detected within the quadrat.)

i

Area or Raptors Habitat Most prominant Secondary or

Quadranqle STR Quadrant detected Code Habitat Modification

Palisades 7.1S.44E 9 Bu.vi. 421 421 Douglas-fir forest

Palisades 7,1S,44E 13 Bu.vi. 421 421 Douglas-fir forest

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 2 Bu.vi. 623 623Cottonwood riparian

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 2 Pa. ha. 623 623Cottonwood riparian

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 2 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 3 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 51 1 River, u. p.

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 3 Fa.sp. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 511 River, u. p.

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 4 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 511 River, u. p.

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 5 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 421 Douglas-fir

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 6 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 421 Douglas-fir

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 6 Ac. co. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 421 Douglas-fir

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 7 Bu.ja. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 421 Douglas-fir

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 8 Ae.ac. 421 421 Douglas-fir forest 623Cottonwood

Falls C.G. 11,1N,43E 8 Bu.ja. 421 421 Douglas-fir forest

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 8 Ac. co. 421 421 Douglas-fir forest

Falls C.G. 11.1N.43E 10 Bu.ja. 421 421 Douglas-fir forest 412 Aspen o.

Conant Valley 30.2N.43E 3 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 212 Pasture

Conant Valley 30.2N.43E 4 Ha. le. 212 212 Pasture 511 River, u. p.

Conant Valley 30,2N,43E 5 Ha. le. 212 212 Pasture

Conant Valley 30.2N.43E 6 Ha. le. 212 212 Pasture

Conant Valley 30,2N,43E 11 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 212 Pasture

Conant Valley 30,2N,43E 12 Ha. le. 212 212 Pasture 511 River, u. p.

Conant Valley 30,2N,43E 13 Ha. le. 623 623Cottonwood riparian

Conant Valley 30,2N,43E 13 Bu. ja. 623 623Cottonwood riparian

Conant Valley 30,2N,43E 14 Bu. ja. 623 623Cottonwood riparian 141 Roadway

Pine Creek 21.2N.43E 1 Aq. ch. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliff

Pine Creek 21.2N.43E 1 Fa. me. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliff

Pine Creek 21.2N.43E 2 Aq. ch. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliff

Pine Creek 21.2N.43E 4 Bu.ja. 421 421 Douglas fir 741 Cliff

Pine Creek 21.2N.43E 4 Fa.sp. 421 421 Douglas fir 741 Cliff

Pine Creek 21,2N,43E 7 Bu.ja. 421 421 Douglas fir 211 Plowed c.

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cai 6,2N,43E 2 Ca.au. 211 211 Plowed cropland

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cat 6,2N,43E 3 Bu.ja 321 321 Sagebrush 511 Upper Pere

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cai 6,2N,43E 7 Bu.ja 321 321 Sagebrush

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cai 6,2N,43E
I

7 Fa.sp. 321 321 Sagebrush

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cai 6,2N,43E 8 Fa.sp. 211 211 Plowed cropland 412 Aspen

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cai 6,2N,43E i
9 Bu.ja.

I
211 211 Plowed cropland 412 Aspen

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cai 6.2N.43E 10 Ae.ac. 211 211 Plowed cropland 412 Aspen

Wh. Mtn/Dry Cai 6,2N,43E 14 Ae.ac. 421 421 Dougls-fir

Wh. Mtn/Lufkin 23,3N,42E ;
4 Fa.sp. 623 1 623 Cottonwood

Wh. Mtn/Lufkin 23,3N,42E 5 Bu.sw. 211 '211 Plowed cropland 623 Cottonwooc
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Wh. Mtn/Black C 13,3N,42E 11 As.ot 421 421 Douglas fir

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13.3N.42E 11 Ac.ge. 421 421 Douglas fir

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13,3N,42E 12 Bu.ja. 421 421 Douglas fir

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13.3N.42E 12 Fa.sp. 421 421 Douglas fir

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13,3N,42E 13 Fa.sp. 322 322 Mtn. Mahogany

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13,3N,42E 14 Ha.le. 321 321 Sagebrush

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13,3N,42E 14 Bu.ja. 321 321 Sagebrush

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13.3N.42E 14 Fa.sp. 321 321 Sagebrush

Wh. Mtn/Black C 13,3N,42E 15 Bu.ja. 321 321 Sagebrush

Clark Hill 15.3N.41E 1 Ca.au. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliffs

Clark Hill 15.3N.41E 1 Bu.ja. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliffs

Clark Hill 15.3N.41E 1 Bu.ja. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliffs

Clark Hill 15.3N.41E 2 Bu.ja. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliffs

Clark Hill 15.3N.41E 2 Aq. ch. 321 321 Sagebrush 741 Cliffs

Clark Hill 15.3N.41E 9 Ha. le. 741 741 Cliffs 421 Douglas fir

Cress 26,4N,40E 1 Fa.sp. 623 623 Cottonwood 211 Plowed cro;

Cress 26,4N,40E 1 Bu.ja. 623 623 Cottonwood 21 1 Plowed cro;

Cress 26,4N,40E 6 Fa.sp. 623 623 Cottonwood 511 River

Texas Slough 35.T5N.R39E 14 Ca.au. 623 623 Cottonwood 511 River

Texas Slough 35.T5N.R39E 14 Bu.ja. 623 623 Cottonwood 511 River

Texas Slough 35,T5N,R39E 15 Pa. ha. 623 623 Cottonwood 511 River

Confluence 17,T5N,R38E 3 Ha. le. 623 623 Cottonwood 212 Pasture

Confluence 17,T5N,R38E 11 Ha. le. 623 623 Cottonwood 511 River

Deer Parks 14,5N,37E 1 Ci.cy. 321 321 Sagebrush

Deer Parks 14.5N.37E 2 Ci.cy. 321 321 Sagebrush

Deer Parks 14,5N,37E 4 Bu.vi. 623 623 Cottonwood

Deer Parks 14,5N,37E 7 Fa.sp. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Willow

Deer Parks 14.5N.37E 7 Bu.ja 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Willow

Deer Parks 14,5N,37E 8 Bu.sw. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Willow

Deer Parks 14,5N,37E 8 Fa.sp. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Willow

Lewisville 22,5N,37E 4 Bu.ja. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Willow

Lewisville 22,5N,37E 4 Bu.sw. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Wllow

Lewisville 22.5N.37E 6 Fa.sp. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Wllow

Lewisville 22,5N,37E 10 Ha.le. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Willow

Lewisville 22,5N,37E 10 Fa.sp. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Wllow

Lewisville 22,5N,37E 11 Ha.le. 623 623 Cottonwood 621 Wllow
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Appendix Table 6. Band numbers, locations and dates for nestling bald eagles banded within the

Idaho portion of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, 1994.

USFWS BAND
NUMBER

629-37628
629-37629

629-37630
629-37631

629-37632
629-37633
629-37634
629-37635
629-37636
629-37637
629-37638
629-37639
629-37640
629-37641
629-37642
629-37643
629-37644
629-37645
629-37646
629-37647
629-37648
629-37649
629-37650
629-40551

629-40558
629-40552
629-40555
629-40556

TERRITORY
C-OI OR BAND NAME

W/G, 0/A

W/G, 0/B

W/G, 0/C

W/G, 0/D

W/G, 0/E

W/G, 0/G

W/G, 0/H

W/G, 0/K

G/W, 2/R

W/G, 0/M

W/G, 0/N

W/G, 0/P

W/G, 0/R

W/G, 0/S

GAA/, 2/P

GAA/, 2/S

G/W, 2/T

GAA/, 2/U

G/W, 2A/

GAA/, 2AA/

GAA/, 2/X

G/W, 2/Y

W/G, 0/T

W/G, 0/U

GAA/, 3/G

GAA/, 2/Z

G/W, 3/D

GAA/, 3/C

Palisades Cr.

Palisades Cr.

Conant Valley

Conant Valley

Market Lake
Wolverine

Gormer Can.

Gormer Can.

Hale Creek

Hoffman
Hoffman
King Creek

King Creek
Williams Cr.

Flat Rock
Lucky Dog
Lucky Dog
Riverside

Riverside

Last Chance
Last Chance
Box Canyon
Van Point

Van Point

I. P. Bills

Moonshine
Targhee Cr.

Targhee Cr.

TERRITORY
NUMBER

18-IS-04

18-IS-04

18-IS-06

18-IS-06

18-IS-22

18-IS-10

18-IS-09

18-IS-09

18-IC-10

18-IS-01

18-IS-01

18-IS-18

18-IS-18

18-IS-02

18-IC-14

18-IC-07

18-IC-07

18-IC-15

18-IC-15

18-IC-12

18-IC-12

18-IC-03

18-IS-03

18-IS-03

18-IC-13

18-IC-11

18-IC-09

18-IC-09

DATE
BANDED

05/23/94

05/23/94

05/23/94

05/23/94

05/26/94

05/28/94

05/28/94

05/28/94

06/07/94

06/12/94

06/1 2/94

06/12/94

06/1 2/94

06/17/94

06/1 4/94

06/1 4/94

06/1 4/94

06/1 5/94

06/1 5/94

06/1 6/94

06/16/94

06/16/94

06/17/94

06/17/94

06/21/94

06/21/94

06/25/94

06/25/94

APPROX.
AGE.

6.5 weeks
6.5 weeks
6.5 weeks
7.0 weeks
5.5 weeks
7.0 weeks
5.5 weeks
5.5 weeks
7.0 weeks
7.0 weeks
6.5 weeks
7.5 weeks
7.5 weeks
7.5 weeks
7.5 weeks
6.0 weeks
6.5 weeks
7.5 weeks
7.5 weeks
8.0 weeks
8.0 weeks
7.0 weeks
6.0 weeks
6.5 weeks
7.5 weeks
6.5 weeks
9.0 weeks
8.5 weeks
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Spedes Accounts seen in multiple quadrats within six sample sec-

tions.

We provide a literature reviewaccount of

overall range and status and currently known Reproductive Biology

local information on the occurrence, productiv-

ity and habitat use for each species of raptor Bald eagles on the Southeast Idaho begin

which occurs in the Snake River study area. In nesting in late February to late March (Whitfield

addition, we provide an account of species- 1993). Incubation lasts for about 32-35 days

specific detection methods. (Herrick 1932), withfledging atabout10-12weeks

after hatching (Stalmaster 1987). Young
Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus lencocephdas) immatures may remain in the vicinity of the nest

up to 6-8weeks after fledgingbefore migration to

Bald eagles were once widespread winter areas outside the region (Whitfield 1993).

throughout North America, but were extirpated Between 1988-1994insoutheastIdaho, advanced

from much of their historical range over the past young/ occupied nestaveraged at 1.31, although

centin^byliabitatloss and direct,humaninduced productivity dipped to a low of 0.69 advanced

mortality (Lincer et al. 1979). Today the Greater young/ occupied nest in the cold wet spring of

YellowstoneEcosystemsupportsone ofthelarger 1993 (Whitfield et al 1994).

breeding bald eagle populations in the Northern

Rockies, with over 90 breeding pairs in the tri- Ecology and Habitat Relationships

state area around Yellowstone National Park

(Swenson et al. 1986, Greater Yellowstone Bald Bald eagles typicallynest, perch, andhunt

Eagle Working Group 1994). The bald eagle is along major waterways. They require habitats

federally listed as an endangered species in the that offer a diverse and abundant prey base,

region of Idaho and Wyoming, and as an en- relative freedom from disturbance, particularly

dangered species by both states. However, in nesting areas, and trees of suitable size for

dramatic population recovery in most areas of nesting, perching and roosting (Greater

theUnited States, including GreaterYellowstone, Yellowstone Bald Eagle Working Group 1983).

has led management agencies to promote Suitable habitat in the study area is found along

downlisting to threatened status. the South Fork and Henry's Fork of the Snake

River. The confluences of major tributaries are

Local Occurrence often favored nesting and foraging areas.

Bald eagles require large trees to support

Bald eagles of the Greater Yellowstone their heavy nest structures. Bald eagles will nest

Ecosystem have recovered dramatically from on artificial support structures placed in conifer

historic low levels in the 1950s and 1960s. Most or cottonwood trees for their use; bald eagles

of this recovery followed cessation ofDDT use in have nested on five such structures thatwe have

the region (Swenson et al 1986). Today, South- placed in existing southeast Idaho nesting areas,

east Idaho's 39 active bald eagle nesting territo- in Southeast Idaho, most bald eagle nests are in

ries, 14 in the smaller study area, are among the cottonwoods and Douglas-fir, with one nest in

most productive in the region (Whitfield et aL an aspen Nesting areas must also offer relative

1994). freedomfromhuman disturbance within at least

Bald eagles maybe seen within the entire the first two months of the long nesting season,

study area, particularly along the river margins, Bald eagles in Southeast Idaho forage upon a

during some portion of the year. Nests occur variety of prey items, but fish are by far the

\vithin 3 of the raptor sample areas. Bald eagles predominant prey taken (Whitfield et al. 1991,

may forage within every sample unit, and were Whitfield 1993).
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Winter bald eagle habitat is dependent paJurinsiiitablehabitat(SmithandMurphyl973).

upon healthy fish and waterfowl populations We are aware of five golden eagle eyries within

and secure perches and roosts. An important the study area, all within the canyon segment of

communal winter roost is known in the Deer the SouthFork Alloftheknownnestsitesareon

Parks area (J.
Gardetto pers. coma). ledges in cliff faces. We saw golden eagles in two

of the 1994 sample sections. Golden eagles are

Detection Methods common winter residents of the entire study

area.

Bald eagles typicallybuildverylarge stick

nestsinthe largesttrees avaHablewithinproximity Reproductive Biology

of foraging habitat These nests are usually very

visible, particularly those in cottonwoods. Egg laying could be expected in this area

However, some conifer window nests can be from mid-March to mid-April (Steenhof et al

difficult to detectwhen in forested areas farfrom 1991) . Typical clutch sizes average about 2 eggs /

water. Surveys for new bald eagle nests are best nest(McGahanl968,BeechamandKochertl975).

done by a combination of aerial and ground Incubation is relatively long in this species, with

surveys to detect nests. a minimum of 41 days (Hobbie and Cade 1962).

Bald eagle vocalizations can lead observ- Nestlings fledge at about 72-84 days, and may

ers to new nest sites. Adults are very vocally remain with the adults for 11 weeks or longer

defensive within thevicinity ofnestsites, usually (Hobbie and Cade 1962).

when people on the ground approach within 1 /

4 mile of an active nest, and sometimes at much Ecology and Habitat Relationships

greater distances (Whitfield et al. 1991). A less

intrusive, but more time corisuming means of Golden eagles forage over open fields

locating new nests is to visually track foraging and dry pasture lands. Nesting typically occurs

adults from foraging areasback to nestsites with in cliffs around this region (e.g. South Fork of the

spotting scopes. Snake River). Historically, direct loss through

trapping, shooting and poisoning has occurred

Golden eagle (Aquila cbysaeios) throughout the westernUnited States. Repeated

human disturbance at nest sites and habitat

Golden eagles occupy nearly all habitats modification are significant current impacts to

in western North America, including desert the golden eagle. This mortality is directly tied

grasslands to above tirnberline Qohnsgard 1990)

.

to the perception of this species as a significant

Locallywe find goldens along the Snake River in predator of domestic livestock Predation upon

cliffs to high in the mountains above tirnberline. livestock by golden eagles can be significant in

This spedes prefers hilly or mountainous coun- some situations (Matchett and O'Gara 1987). In

try where takeoff and soaring are enhanced by some localized areas, golden eagles have in-

updrafts, and open country for hunting. The curred significant losses from electrocution on

golden eagle does not have any specific state or powerlines (Phillips 1985). Nest disturbance

federal status in the United States; it is protected may be a leading cause of golden eagle declines

under the Eagle Protection Act of 1956. in some areas (Scott 1985).

Local Occurrence Detection Methods

Breeding densities are relatively low ev- Given their large size, golden eagle nests

erywhere that the species is found, withbreeding are relatively easy to survey from the ground or

pair densities of from 26 to 32 square miles per the air. Large woody nests and whitewash ex-
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crement on rock escarpments are good visual the mouth of Falls Creek on the South Fork,

indicators of nesting golden eagles. Because of Palisades Reservoir features approximately 25

the openness ofgolden eagle country, nests may active nest sites annually, with osprey from the

be detected in any season. Nests are typically reservoir often seen over the South Fork below

found on cliffs, and secondarily in trees (cotton- Palisades Dam. We detected opsprey in two

woods and Douglas-fir), on the ground or on sample sections.

man-made structures (Call 1978, Kochert 1987, It appears that the primary indicator of

Johnsgard 1990). All golden eagle nests located osprey habitat within the study area is the

within the study area have been located on rock proximity of fishable water. Osprey are found

cliffs orescarpments within sage /juniperhabitat historically or currently nesting within Douglas

types on south facing slopes. Occupancy should fir, on train trestles and bridges, and numerous

be monitored annually since golden eagles will aitificial structures within the cottonwood forests

build and use alternate nests. Occupancysurveys of the lower river,

can be initiated during courtship and the nest

building phases which start around February in Reproductive Biology

southeastern Idaho.

Osprey typically return from southern

Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) winter ranges to this locale inearly April, with an

incubation period of approximately 39 days.

The osprey is one of the more cosmopoli- Clutch sizes for a 3-year study of an expanding

tan and adaptable of the birds of prey. Osprey osprey population in central Idaho averaged at

breed in North America, Europe, northern Asia, 258 eggs/nest (Van Daele et aL 1980), with an

Australiaandmanyislands to the north and east, average of 2.0 young/ successful nest for 96 suc-

and migrate to all other continentsbut Antarctica cessful nesting attempts. Swenson (1975) found

in winter (Poole 1989). The Greater Yellowstone an average clutch size of223 eggs and brood size

Ecosystem features notably large osprey popu- of 1.55 young for Yellowstone Lake's stable

lations, but mostly around natural lakes and population,

reservoirs ratherthanrivers (Swensonl979, 1981).

In the 1950s and 1960s, DDT caused osprey Ecology and Habitat Relationships

population declines in much of North America

that persisted into the early 1980s (Henny 1986), Osprey forage almost exclusively on fish

but today the osprey is successful in most of its (Poole 1989). Thus, nest sites and perches are

range. Greater Yellowstone populations appear mostoftenassociatedwithwaterbodies,although

to be expanding. nest sitesmaybe several miles from water. Nests

are built upon almost any structure that will

Local Occurrence support a large pile of stick material Osprey are

notablytolerantofhumanactivityand structures.

Numerous osprey nests are located along They are disturbed, however, by activities that

the lower Henry's Fork within the study area, are directly threatening.

Manyof these pairs nestupon aitificial structures

placed specifically for their use. Fewer pairs are Detection Methods

found along the South Fork, primarily in the

lowerreaches. Ospreyhavebeenmore frequently As with golden and bald eagles, the size

seen within the canyon segment of the South and location of osprey nests make this species

Fork in recent years, with a suspected nest site in relatively easy to census and monitor. The ten-

theConantValleyarea and anotherin the Stinking dency to nest on the top of broken topped trees,

Springs area. Historic nest sites were found near man-made structures (including telephone poles)
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or rock pinnacles, enhances the delectability of been located in the study area. Many of the same

nests. Both aerial and ground surveys can be areas used by golden eagles may also provide

used in censusing. Survey.priorities are along suitable turkey vulture habitat Turkey vultures

waterways, lakes and reservoirs and secondarily were recorded in two sample sections,

up to 3 miles from water where osprey may

occasionally select nest sites. Though osprey Reproductive Biology

have a strong fidelity to historic nest sites, nests

are occasionally usurped by other species and We lackspecificinformationon the nesting

should thusbe surveyed annually for occupancy, chronology of turkey vultures for the study area.

Jackson (1983) sumrnarized the reproductive

Turkey Vulture {Cathartes aura) success, nesting phenology and nest site selec-

tion for turkey vultures from throughout North

The turkeyvulture is migratory through- and South America. Manysrudies of this species

out much of ifs range, which is most of the arebasedupon the observation of a single pair or

United States at about 50 degrees latitude (Jack- territory.

son 1983). Turkeyvulturesbreed from Canada to Turkeyvultures return to southeastldaho

southern South America, and from the east to the around the end of March. Observations of " dual

west coasts ofNorthAmerica.The distribution of sitting" by adults during the pre-nesting period

the turkeyvulture in the westernUnited States is of March to mid-April occurs near what may

thoughttohave remained the same from historic become the eventual nest site Pavis 1979). Egg

to current times. Turkey vultures are commonly laying is estimated to occur in mid-April, with an

seen soaring around human residents which average of 2 eggs per nest Clutches may range

gives the impression that this scavenging bird is from 1-4 eggs. The incubation period has been

common. A number of recentreports suggest the documented from 28-42 days. Data supporting

decline of turkey and black vultures (Coragyps the longer incubation period is better substanti-

atratus) in certain regions (Wilbur 1983, Tate and ated. Theprolonged incubationperiod is thought

Tate 1982, andBrown 1983) with an overall stable tobe in response to the cold microclimate ofcaves

national population (Robbins et. al. 1986). turkey vultures often use as nesting sites.

Population trends based upon cursory observa- Renesting, though known to occur with black

tions (little quantitative data) suggest increases vultures, is thought to rarely occur with turkey

in Montana, decreases in Oregon and California vultures. Hatchingmayoccuron the same day or

populations, and an stable national population be delayed over a 2-3 day period. The nestling

(Robbins et al. 1986). Significant population period, in whichyoung have not yet left the nest

increases in the easternUnited States are thought varies considerably in the literature from 56-88

to be responsible for increases suggested in days (Jackson 1983). There is little information on

Montana. Expanding urbanization along the the length of the post-fledging period though it

west coast is thought to be responsible for too is expected to be prolonged (Jackson 1983).

population decreases observed in Oregon and Based upon the above mentioned nesting chro-

California. nology, fledging is expected from lateJuly to late

August (Brown and Amadon 1968). Coleman

Local Occurrence and Fraser (1989) estimated a reproductive rate

of 0.42 young per nest

Turkey vultures were commonly ob-

served throughout our study area this past sea-

son. The majority of observations are of birds Ecology and Habitat Relationships

soaring high above the river corridor and over

agricultural lands. No nests or roosts sites have The turkey vulture participates in a
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number of gregarious behaviors. Turkey vul- their large home ranges, but focus their activities

tures communally roost throughout the winter around roosts and feeding sites. They also tend

months of September to March. Theyhavebeen toperchandsoarneartheirroostsandperchnear

observed innumbers of 250-500birds per winter nest sites (Coleman and Fraser 1989). Thus obser-

roost Roost trees may be either coniferous or vations of soaring and perched birds during the

deciduous species, and are of a structure that nesting season can narrow the search of roosts

provides a protectivemicro-clirnate againstwind and nests. Turkey vulture nests are not easily

and cold temperatures (Thompson et aL 1990). located for a number of reasons: 1) they do not

Thelocation ofroosts is related tofood availability audibly defend their nests as do most other

and ease in soaring. raptors and 2) to minimize predation of their

Around March, turkey vultures disperse odiferous nests, vulture nests tendtobe obscurely

and are found singly or in fewer numbers at placed onthe landscape in avarietyof substrates.

roosts untilSeptember. Theyare also seensoaring Pre-field review of topographic maps and aerial

in large groups called "kettles". It has been photos for arid country withbroken topography

theorized that these gregarious behaviors have that create updrafts, cliffs and rock fields near

the benefit of communicating food resources forests in which roosts are often located is the

(Rabenoldl983/ 1987;SweeneyandFraserl986). initial step. Field surveys start with an invest-

Turkey vultures utilize large home ranges (x= ment of time watching for adults consistently

37,072 ha) throughout their 6 month nesting present in an area. Once observed, adults can

season (Coleman and Fraser 1989). Turkey vul- often be followed to potential nest locations,

tures show a lot of variability in their habitat use Otherwise coursing through potential nesting

throughout the west, utili zing forested environ- habitat, including surveys of rock outcrops,

ments for roosts and nesting and open country boulder fields, abandoned buudings and fallen

for foraging habitat, due to increased food togs, canresultmlocationofactive nests (Coleman

observabilityand increased food availability if in and Fraser 1989). Assessment of turkey vulture

agricultural lands. Turkey vultures may also populations in New Mexico have been based

select areas that have numerous roads, again upon road transect surveys over several years

because of the increased availability of carrion. (Hubbard 1983).

Turkey vultures scavenge on carrion ranging in

size from large domestic animals to small birds Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)

and mammals.
Nesting habitat includes arid western The red-tailed hawkbreeds in Western

plains and mountains, temperate forests and and Central Alaska, throughout Canada and the

tropicallowlands(PatteeandWilbur 1989). Nests United States, and into Central America, and

are located on rock ledges in caves, down trees winters in southern Canada and south within its

and buildings. (Davis 1983, Ritter 1983, Coleman breeding range Qohnsgard 1990). It is currently

and Fraser 1989). These ledges arenotnecessarily unknown where Snake River red-tailed hawks

high orlarge in area. Nest material is notbrought winter. In contrast to most other North Ameri-

in, but a scrape may be made in the ledge sub- can raptors, the red-tailed hawk is expanding in

strate. Turkey vultures appear to usually select numbers and distribution. Audubon Society

nest sites that axe within a forested environment counts suggest a 33% increase from the 1970s to

and that have few roads and no buildings the 1980s (Anonymous 1986). The current and

(Coleman and Fraser 1989). historical distributions for red-tailed hawks in

the western United States are identical (Harlow

Detection Methods and Bloom 1987). The redtail is North America's

most abundant wintering hawk and one of the

Turkey vultures do not randomly occur over most abundant breeding hawks.
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cally found in upland hardwood forests (aspen

Local Occurrence and cottonwoods in our area), and grass domi-

nated cover types. Most of the hunting is in short

Nesting red-tailed hawks are found grass areas (Peterson 1979). Nests are typically at

throughout the Snake Riverstudy area. We have the edge of dense stands or within open canopy

found red-tailed hawks nesting within almost forests in tall trees, not in the interior of dense

every forested habitat within the study area, forest(Gates 1972). Howell etal. (1978) noted that

including dense Douglas fir forest, mixed fir and breeding areas with high proportions of fallow

lodgepole pine, cottonwood riparian forest and pasture relative to crop pasture had greater

isolated cottonwoods and aspens in cultivated productivity. InTetonValley (Whitfield and Maj

lands. Red-tailed hawks were detected within 1994), drylandpasture dominated territorieswere

eight of our sample sections. significantly more productive than territories

dominated by wetlands, probably because of

Reproductive Biology high ground squirrel populations in the dryland

areas.

Red-tailed hawk incubation lasts from

28-32 days, with fledging normally at 44-46 days Detection Methods

after hatching (Luttich et al. 1971). Locally, red-

tailed hawks initiate incubation in the first or Surveys for red-tailedhawknests arebest

secondweek ofApriL withhatching in earlyMay initiated prior to leaf-out in deciduous forests.

(Whitfield and Maj 1994). Red-tailed hawk Any medium size (2-3' diameter) stick nests lo-

fledging occurs from mid-June to the first ofJuly, cated in the tree canopies should be noted and

Kirkley and Springer (1980) reported a later surveyed from the ground for occupancy

range in clutch sizes of 2.0 to 29 eggs and brood from late March to mid-May when incubating

sizes of 1.9 to 2.6 young for 9 studies over abroad birds can be observed. Adults are quite vocal

geographic range. In Teton Valley, Idaho/ during their nesting period and this behavior

Wyoming in 1992 and 1993 (Whitfield and Maj alone may direct attention to specific nesting

1994), average clutch size at sampled nests was areas. Young birds are also vocal. Their food-

29 eggs (N = 49) with no annual variation Av- begging vocalizations from mid-June to early

erage advanced brood size in 1992 was 247 Augustwillfocusattentiontopotenfialnestsites.

advanced young/successful nest(N = 17), and in All ground surveys should be conducted in a

1993 was 224 advanced young /successful nest manner that will minimize disturbance to nest-

(N = 25). ing birds so as to avoid the potential of territory

abandonment Surveyors should remain alert

Ecology and Habitat Relationships and use spotting scopes to view nests from a

distance when possible.

The red-tailed hawk has an extremely

wide tolerance for habitat variation, in part due Swainson's Hawk (Buteo szvainsoni)

to a broad spectrum of prey species Qohnsgard

1990). Red-tailed hawks are diverse in nest site Swainson's hawks breed locally in east-

selection; theywill nestin conifers andhardwoods central Alaska, western Canada, and the western

or cliffs or other elevated sites where trees are United States east of the coast ranges Qohnsgard

lacking (Smith and Murphy 1973). In nesting 1990). The Swainson's hawk has declined sig-

habitat and prey selection, red-tailed hawks are nificantiythroughoutmuchofit's range including

notably similar to great-homed owls, which of- California (Bloom 1980), Nevada (Herron and

ten use red-tailed hawk nests. Lucas 1978), Southeast Oregon (Littlefield et al.

In summer, red-tailed hawks are typi- 1984), and Saskatchewan (Herron and Bechard
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1983). Although historically documented as one may remain largely dependent upon the adults

of the most abundant buteos in the west, red- for food until near migration (Rtzner 1978).

tailed hawksnowoumumber Swainson'shawks Swainson's hawks migrate south from the study

throughouttheirrange. These declines aremostly area by early October.

due to loss ofhabitatlossesofbottomlandforested Clutch sizes are usually 1-3 (Dunkle 1977,

areas and shelterbelts, and also to pesticide use Fitzner 1978). In nearby Teton Valley (Whitfield

onwinterranges. There is alsosome concern that and Maj in prep), average clutch size for 1992-

red-tanedtawksarerepladngSwainson'shawks 1994 was 213 eggs/active nest (N = 15), and

because of habitat change. In California, average advanced brood size of 1.78 young/

Swainson's hawks are listed as threatened, and brood (n = 13).

in four other states as species of special concern

The Swainson's hawk is listed as aBLM sensitive Ecology and Habitat Relationships

species. Swainson's hawks are neotropical mi-

grants: Swainson's migrate to the pampas of Swainson's hawks return to old nests,

Argentina for the winter, although a few rarely and also use old magpie nests, or old crow or

winter in the extreme southern U. S.. It also raven nests (Fitzner 1978). Nesting areas are

appears to have a lower breeding potential than usually in broken grasslands and cultivated ar-

its more successful cousin, the red-tailed hawk eas with scattered trees (Dunkle 1977).

Although common in Idaho, it has declined in Woodbridge (1987) reported that Swainson's

much of its former range. For these reasons, we hawks in California strongly preferred irrigated

regard the Swainson's hawk as a species worthy alfalfa fields over drier rangelands, probably

of close monitoring in this area. because of the greater prey base. Bechard (1982)

found that cultivated fields were not highlyused

Local Occurrence for foraging until after crop harvesthad reduced

plant cover. He suggested that vegetative cover

We have found Swainson's hawks nest- mayhavebeenmoreimportantinforaginghabitat

ing in aspen stands on upland portions of the selection than relative prey density. In Teton

study area and along the mainstem Snake River Valley (Whitfield and Maj 1994), Swainson' s

at the edge of cultivated fields and pasture lands hawk nests are in valley uplands near the valley

in the lower end of the area. We commonly see edge. These areas feature scattered aspen stands,

foraging Swainson's hawks over hayfields and pasture lands and cultivated fields. Hayfields

meadows and at the edge ofthe fcKDthills in Swan are highly used for foraging throughout the

Valley, and over farmlands at the edge of the summer, most notably early in the irrigation

Snake River corridor atlower elevations. We saw seasonand after cuttingwhenvegetative canopy

Swainson's hawks at two sample sections. Al- cover is relatively low. Schlorff (1985) noted that

though frequently seen, Swainson's hawks are Swainson hawk population declines in Califor-

far lesscommon locally than are red-tailedhawks, nia are in part due to loss of nesting trees from

agricultural development

Reproductive Biology

Detection Methods

Swainson's hawks arrive in the study

area in late April and begin to nest in early May Swainson'shawk nest surveys follow the

(Whitfield and Maj 1994). Egg-laying occurs in same protocol as that for red-tailed hawks: de-

mid-May, with hatch dates in mid-June. Fledg- tection of nests prior to leaf-out and follow-up

ing occurs in late July-early August Incubation ground surveys to determine species occupancy,

in the Swainson's hawk lasts for about 34 days. It is important to keep in mind that Swainson's

Hedglings leave the nest after 38-46 days, and hawks nest later than most local raptors (Ap-
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pendix A, Table 1). Detection of medium size under the Endangered Species Act (USDI 1992).

sticknestsin trees (often in a single tree ornarrow The ferruginous hawk is considered threatened

stringer of trees) is preferably initiated prior to in Canada.

leaf-out. We have, however, noted that

Swainson's hawks often build new nests after Local Occurrence

leaf-out Swainson's nests are also smaller and

less conspicuous than red-tailed hawk nests, in Ferruginous hawks were not detected

part because they are often built low in the this past field season in the study area. Potential

canopies of relatively small trees. nesting habitat exists in the lower end of our

Medium size stick nests, vocalizations, studyareaandonsomeofthegrass/sagebenches

defensive adults and food-begging juveniles are above the Snake River Canyon. In general, our

allimportantcluestofocusnestsearches. Ground study area offers marginal habitat compared to

surveys for territorial adults can be initiated in more suitable habitat in our region,

early May and continue until mid-August in

southeastemldaho.TT^wmdowoftimemcludes Reproductive Biology

that period when juveniles are still in the nest or

within close proximityandvocallyfood-begging. Ferruginous hawks will use natural and

man-made structures for nesting platforms

Ferruginous Hawk (Buteo regalis) (Gaines 1985). A variety of nests sites and sub-

strates are used by ferruginous hawk including

This raptor is distinctively a species of the power poles, artificial nest platforms, trees, wil-

GreatPlains of North America Qohnsgard 1990). low and ground nests (Thurow and White 1983,

The ferruginoushawkbreeds fromthe grasslands Schmutz 1984, Gaines 1985, Bechard et al. 1990,

of Canada south to Oregon, Nevada, Arizona Restani 1991). More so than other large buteos,

and Oklahoma. Populations within the the ferruginous is thought tohave relativelyhigh

intermountain west utilize large expanses of reproductive potential. Adult courtship occurs

grassland habitat often associated with broad in mid-March, with initiation of nesting in April

valleybottoms. Because of this dependenceupon Clutches vary from 2-4 eggs per nest and has

large undisturbed grasslands, the rarest habitat been correlated withboth nest substrate (ground

in North America, the Ferruginous hawk is in vs tree) and prey abundance (Lokemoen and

serious decline in many areas (Houston and Duebbert 1976, Woffinden and Murphy 1977,

Bechard 1984, Schmutz 1984, Woffinden and Smith et aL 1981). Incubation lasts 32 days with

Murphy 1985, USDI 1992) The total ferruginous both adults participating,

hawk population in North America has been Young ferruginoushawks fledgebetween

recently estimated at 3-4,000 (Woffinden and mid-June and late July, at about 30-50 days post

Murphy 1989). The Idaho population has been hatching. Number of young fledged per nest

estimated at 200-250 pairs in 1979 to a minimum ranged from .67 to 2.67 (Fitzner et al 1977).

population of 100 breeding pairs (USDI 1992). Based upon adult (25%) and first year (60%)

Wyoming probably has as good a population of mortality rates, 1.5 young fledged per nest is

this species as any state, with over 800 pairs necessaryforpopulationstabiBty(Woll£denand

(Oakleaf 1986).Theferruginoushawkislistedas Murphy 1989). Juvenile birds will stay in the

a Category 2 candidate species throughout its nesting territory anywhere from 10-40 days

range. It is a BLM sensitive species. The fer- (Konrad and Giler 1986).

ruginous hawkis a Priority 3 species inWyoming,

and a sensitive species in regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Ecology and Habitat Relationships

the Forest Service. This species has been con-

sidered, but thus far denied, for federal listing The ferruginous hawk is typically a resi-
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dent of open grassland habitat Local areas may Ferruginous hawks are sensitive to human dis-

be used during migration and the post-breeding turbance and should thus be avoided prior to

season as northernbirds migrate south. Nesting hatching,

is well documented in Dubois, Kilgore and

Roberts Idaho. A number of studies describe the Northern Harrier {Circus cyaneus)

variable responsible for the separation and co-

existence red-tailed, Swainson's and ferrugi- The northern harrier is a resident of the

noushawksrelative to theirhabitat,nest structures western United States, Canada and Alaska

andprey(Thurow andWhite 1983, Bechard et aL (Johnsgard 1990) . Northern populations of the

1990). Restani 1991, found the greatest nesting harriergeneraUymigratesouthwardtothelower

chronologyand prey overlapbetween red-tailed tier States, some birds migrating as far south as

hawks and ferruginous hawk which had the Mexico and Central America. The extent of mi-

least nesting habitat overlap. The reverse was gration from nesting habitat is dependent upon

truebetweenSwainson'shawkandferruginous. availability of prey and severity of weather

In general this species avoids areas where large conditions (Craighead and Craighead 1956). The

tree stands and agriculture (plowed lands) single harrier species residing in North America

dominate the terrain. Theyare closely associated is thought to be common within limits of ifs

with shrub-steppe and grassland communities, normal range and suitable habitat (Martin 1987).

Their main prey base is made up of small Johnsgard (1990), however, described the south-

mammals andbirdsincluding; jackrabbits, pocket ern breeding range of the species as retracting

gophers, desert cottontails, ground squirrels, and the overall population in decline. The north-

western meadowlark, black-billed magpie and ern harrier has been on the Audubon Society's

snakes (Fitzner et aL 1977, Thurow and White Blue list of potentially declining species from

1983, Olendorff and Fish 1985, Restani 1991). 1972through 1986 (Johnsgard 1990). Habitatloss

Local impacts may occur if a nest site is repeat- and degradation are the suspected causes of

edly subjected to human disturbance. At the population depressions,

larger scale, habitat loss through the conversion

of grassland to monotypic crop lands has sig- Local Occurrence

nificantly impacted this species (Gilmer and

Stewart 1983, Schmutz 1984). Though a common diurnal raptor of

southeastern Idaho, harriers were detected in

Detection Methods only 1 of our sample plots on the western end of

the study area. We observed them frequently in

Ferruginous hawk build large stick nests open grass/shrub communities adjacent to our

(> 2.5 feet in diameter) on raised surfaces such as sample areas. Our observations suggest that

rock outcrops and cliffs, in a single juniper, man- harriers are common in the general area, but

made structure or on the ground. Such nests are mostoftenin sage /grasslandhabitatsand seeded

quite conspicuous, particularly when viewed in grasslands outside our sample area,

the open habitat where ferruginous hawks

typically reside. Nests are easily detected by Reproductive Biology

ground surveys (driving or walking). Adult

ferruginous hawks display territorial behaviors Courtship starts in early April with dra-

within .5 miles of their nests. Surveys should be matic aerial flights and ground nest building,

initiated in March at courtship and continue into which is primarily completed by the male. Egg

mid-April, the nesting period in southeastern laying is in early May. A clutch of 4-5 eggs is

Idaho. It is during this time that the large, light- incubated for 30-32 days, and hatched generally

plumaged juveniles are conspicuous on nests, by the end ofJune. Hatching canbe extended for
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1-10 days due to the long interval between egg observing paired adults during the nesting pe-

laying and the variable onset of incubatioa The riod to focus ground survey efforts. Adult

femalemaysimultaneouslyattend ayoungbrood courtship flights, prey deliveries and later in the

and still be incubating the remaining clutch of season, fledged young, can indicate areas of

unhatched eggs. A ground nester, harriers are nesting activity. Locations where these observa-

highly susceptible to terrestrial predators. The tionsaremadeshouldbesystematicaUysearched.

number of successfully fledged young can vary

considerably, ranging from 1.6 to 2.4 young on Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gentilis

)

average. The adult male may abandon the nest

area prior to fledging of young as the adult The northern goshawk is holarctic in

female increases her hunting effort distribution. In North America, it is found in the

northern forests of California, Washington, Or-

Ecology and Habitat Relationships egon, and the Northern Rockies across to the

northeastern states and south into the western

The harrier is a species of open county, montanezone ofCalifornia, Arizona,NewMexico

This diurnal raptor is specifically associated with and Nevada. It is an interior forest species asso-

mesic grasslands and wetland habitats for nest- dated with both deciduous and coniferous for-

ing. Harriers forage in a diversity of habitats,but ests. Research performed in the Southwest, Pa-

use mesic sites and cultivated areas dispropor- cific Northwest and Intermountain areas indi-

tionate to their occurrence. Martin (1987) found cate goshawk population declines. Breeding

harriers a considerable distance from wetlands bird surveys suggest a significant downward

in dry shrub steppe habitats in southwestern trend in the United States population, although

Idaho. The northern harrier has been described the western population is listed as stable (1980-

as a "hawk that is ruled by a mouse", indicating 1989). Thenortherngoshawkis listed as a category

it's close tie to voles (Hafnerstrom 1986). This 2 candidate for listing as a threatened or endan-

raptor does show an ability to diversify its prey gered species. The northern goshawk is recog-

base, to include cottontailrabbits,ground squirrels nized as a sensitive species in Forest Service

and small passerine birds, dependent upon sea- Regions 2, 3, and 4, which includes southeast

sonal availability. The northern harrier is similar Idaho,

to the short-eared owl in ifs hunting adaptations

(facial disk) and strategies (reliance on auditory Local Occurrence

cues) in locating prey (Rice 1982).. There have

been a number of studies illustrating the prey Nesting goshawks have been found in

and habitat overlap between these two species conifer, cottonwood, aspen and coniferous for-

(Weller et aL 1955, Clark 1972). The home range ests along the South Fork of the Snake River. An

of adult harriers has been estimated at 2.41-14.0 interior forest raptor, goshawks are not easily

sq km. (Martin 1987). The mesic, grassland detected nor commonly observed. Population

habitats selected by the harrier reduces compe- trend is unknown since the historic occurrence

tition with other local diurnal hawks. and density ofthe goshawkis undocumented for

the study area. There are a diversity of suitable

Detection Methods nesting habitats. Goshawks are also known to

congregate in low elevation stands of deciduous

Ground surveys are the most reliable trees and shrub in the winter (pers. observation

method for detection of northern harrier ground M. Maj). It is speculated that these birds may

nests, which are commonly located in densely represent goshawks that nest at higher eleva-

vegetated, wet areas. Rather than randomly tions in surrounding coniferous forests. The

surveying a large area, nests can be located by moderate winter temperatures and deciduous
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habitat along the river corridor provide suitable found on the Targhee National Forest are associ-

winterhabitat We saw agoshawkinone sample ated with mature Douglas-fir forests, although

section in 1994, and are aware of several nests nests have also been found in aspen and lodge-

within the study area. pole pine stands (Patla 1991). The northern

goshawk preys on mammals the size of tree and

Reproductive Biology ground squirrels, hares and a number of avian

species including sapsuckers, woodpeckers and

Northern goshawk can be observed in mountain grouse. The current decline of this

courtship flightabove nests standsbymid to late species is mostly associated with the loss of

March. Courtship flights andnestbuilding occur nesting habitat, foraging habitat and prey and

during this time for about 1 month prior to egg- their habitat associated with certain timbering

laying. Clutches range from 2-4 eggs and are laid and livestock practices, and fire suppression

at 1-2 day intervals. Incubation lasts from 30-32 (Herron et al. 1985, Bloom et aL 1986, Crocker-

days and is prirnarily performed by the female. Bedford 1990, Reynolds et aL 1992)). Human
Hatching, based on back-dating from observa- disturbance, poaching, and pesticides may also

tions of recently hatched birds, is estimated to affect goshawks in some areas.

occur during the first part of June. Juvenile

females will leave the nest at approximately 40 Detection Methods

days of age and the smaller males at 35 days of

age. During the fledging-dependency period, All three accipiters nest within forested

juvenile birds are highly vocal and their food- environments, eachpreferringa diversityofstand

beggingcallscanbeusedtodetectnestsites. This characteristics that range from young, dense,

occurs from early July to mid-August, with the closed canopy stands to late succession, moder-

average date of fledging around the middle of atelyopen stands. Anumber ofresearchers have

July. The number of young fledged from sue- irnplementedtheuseofconspecificvocalizations

cessful nesting attempts is 1.7-25 young/nest toincreasethedetectionofaccipiters(Kennedyet

(Reynolds and Wright 1978). al 1993,MosheretaL 1990,Rosenfieldet aL 1988,

Kimmel et al. 1990). Three vocalizations have

Ecology and Habitat Relationships been vised for accipiter detection—the waiL

alarm and food-begging calls (Kennedy et aL

In the westernUnited States, the northern 1993). Broadcast calls of other raptors (great

goshawk has been associated with mature and horned owls) have been used to elicit goshawk

old growth forest which can look markedly dif- responses and increase species detection often

ferent depending upon the specific zone (Le. with less effectiveness (Kimmel et aL 1990).

Pacificvs northernRockies) (Reynolds etaL 1982, With experienced surveyors, Kennedy et

1989, 1992; Hayward and Escano 1989, Crocker- aL(1993)foundthehighestdetectionofgoshawks

Bedford 1990, Patla 1991, DeStefano and Meslow with the use of the alarm call during the nestling

1994). Others consider the goshawk a generalist, period and the wail or food-begging call used

utiHzingallmajorforesttypesandavarietyofage during the fledgling-dependency period,

and succession^ stages (Reynolds et al. 1992) Rosenfield et aL (1988) had greater success elk-

High vegetative diversity for foraging may also iting Cooper's hawk responses using broadcast

be an important component ofgoshawk habitat calls during the nestling period. Joy et al. found

(Hargis 1991). Based upon their location, these goshawks responding to taped vocalization

standsmay have single or multiple layered cano- ("alarm and food-begging") more often during

pies and are typically less dense than those used nestling than fledgling period. The highest

by sharr>shirined or Cooper's hawks (Reynolds probability of detecting a goshawk within 1 00m
1983, Reynolds et al. 1982). The majority of nests of a nest using taped vocalizations occurred
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during the nesting period (70%) Kennedy et aL

1993. Beyond 300m from a nest the probability A number of Cooper's hawks have been

of detecting a goshawk without the use of taped observed in the study are this past season. One

vocalizations was zero (Kennedy et al 1993) adultwas observed feeding on a prey item along

Taped vocalization surveys should be the Heise to BlackCanyonroad on the north side

conducted between June (nestling period) and of the river. This observation was in sage /grass

August (fledgling-dependency period) for gos- habitat with the closest trees along the river

hawks. Repeated visits and surveying for gos- within .5 mile. Another adult Cooper's hawk

hawks during theirnestbuilding and incubation was observed in a conifer stand adjacent to the

periods (prior to May 15) should be avoided in river. Numerous accipiter nests were later found

order to minimize the potential of nest site in a stand ofDouglas-fir nearby. Cooper's hawk

abandonment(USDA 1993). Goshawkdetection habitat does exist in the study area and more

using conspecific broadcast calls was most sue- birds are expected upon further survey. We
cessful when conducted between sunrise and noted Cooper's hawks in two sample sections,

noon (USDA 1993) . Goshawk vocalizations can

be easily confused with Cooper's hawk, and jays Reproductive Biology

which rrdmic goshawk calls. Adult female vo-

calizations are lower and louder than are adult Cooper's are a little behind goshawks in

maleswhichhavelowerandloudervocalizations their arrival to their nesting territories, arriving

than; juvenile goshawks. Adult females have from late March to early April Pair formation,

been found to be more respondent to broadcast nest building and copulation takes 2-4 weeks

calls than males (Fuller et al. 1981, Kennedy et al. before egg-laying occurs. Clutches of 3-6 eggs are

1993). Ground surveys canbe initiated in March laid around mid to late May and are incubated

when adults are flying above nests stands in for 30-32 days. (Reynolds and Wight 1978) After

courtship flights. hatching inlate June, juveniles remain in the nest

for another 27-30 days, attaining flight on the

Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperii) average sometime in July (Henny et al. 1985,

Kennedy and Johnson 1986, Johnsgard 1990,

A species of temperate North America Wiggers and Kritz 1994). Juveniles may remain

the Cooper's hawk is considered common in near the nest dependent upon parental prey

most states it ranges in (Reynolds 1989). How- deliveries for another 3 weeks. The number of

ever, few-state wide population estimates are fledged young per nest attempt ranged from 2.0

available. It can be a migratory species in some to 3.6 ( Reynolds and Wight 1978, Reynolds

areas, wintering Mexico and Central America. It 1989).

can be found breeding from Canada to Mexico.

The Cooper's hawk, as withmany other raptors, Ecology and Habitat Relationships

has experienced significant declines throughout

North America associated with the persistence of The Cooper's hawk nests within decidu-

DDTin the environmentThe Cooper'shawkhas ous and mixed forests such as those found along

been recognized as a species of special concern riparian zones, within small woodlots or in

since 1971. Although Cooper's hawk reproduc- semiarid stands (Reynolds 1989). More so than

tion has been improving in the eastern United otheracdpiters,Cooper'shawkswillutilizeopen

States, improvementshave notbeendocumented small forested stands and second growth forests

in the western United States where pesticides are (Beebe 1974, Reynolds and Wight 1982, Moore

thought to be affecting local populations. and Henny 1983). When found in large con-

tinuous forests, they often nest near the edge of

Local Occurrence the stand. However, within these stands Cooper's
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tend to place nests within the tree crown canopy

or on mistletoe growths. Both strategies are Sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus

)

thought to provide more coverand securityfrom

predators(MooreandHennyl983). TheCooper's The heart of the sharp-shinned hawks

hawk is considered more of a generalist in its breedingrangeinNorthArnericaisfound within

foraging than the sharp-shinned hawk It will the boreal forests of Alaska and Canada. Other

take both birds and mammals ranging in size populations are found within California, the

from 44.2 g to 296.4 g, respectively (Storer 1966, Northern Rockies, Arizona, New Mexico, Great

Reynolds and Meslow 1984). It will take tree Lake states, northern parts of Gulf states and the

squirrels, chipmunks, ground squirrels, Stellar'

s

eastern states Qohnsgard 1990). The most mi-

jay, juncos, northern flicker, quail and robins to gratory of the 3 accipiters, individual birds may
name a few prey ( Kennedy and Johnson 1986, winter as far south as Mexico to South America.

Reynolds 1989). The Cooper's home range is also Sharp-shinned hawk populations underwent a

quite variable, havingbeendocumentedtorange significant decline in the 1950s-l970s due toDDT
from 173 ha to over 1,500 ha (Craighead and contamination Althoughtherehavebeennotable

Craighead 1956, Reynolds 1983). This species' population increases recently, DDT is still found

largehome range results inrelativelylow density on ifs South American winter range. The sharp-

over a larger landscape. The long-term conser- shinned hawk is considered a fairly common
vationofthis specieswilldependuponpreserving species in the western states (Reynolds 1989).

quality nesting habitat and reducing pesticide The sharp-shinned hawk does not have any

contamination. special state nor Federal status.

Detection Methods Local Occurrence

The same survey protocol described for Sharp-shinnedhawkshavebeenobserved

goshawks applies, with consideration to specific a number of times and places in the study area,

habitats used by Cooper's hawks (Rosenfield et All of our observations have been made in

aL 1988). Rosenfield (1985) noted that timing of higher elevations off the river bottom generally

taped calling is vital; Cooper's hawk adults did near dense Douglas-fir stands. A preference for

not respond during incubation. Tapes were an north facing conifer stands thought to represent

advantage to nest surveyors after hatching. Me- more mesic habitat has been documented in

thodical ground surveys of areas atwhich adults other studies (Hennessy 1978, Reynolds 1978).

were observed or vocalizing birds had earlier

been identified have resulted in successful loca- Reproductive Biology

tion ofCooper's hawks (Bosakowski et al. 1993).

The following unique features can help Concealment from predatory raptors is

differentiate accipiter nests from other raptor important to this small accipiter. Shaj^shinned

nests: medium size nest against the bole of the hawks achieve concealment by nesting in the

tree within the canopy of the tree, nest may be thick foliage of conifers and some mixed de-

lined with fresh greenmaterial such as conifer or ciduous forests (Reynolds et aL 1982, Moore and

deciduous tree limbs. Buteos, the raptors most Henny 1983, Reynolds 1989). Sharp-shinned

likely confused with accipiters, may also line hawks arrive on nesting territories during early

their nest with fresh tree limbs. It may take a May. Egg-laying is finished from the end ofMay
combination of these unique habitat and nest tomid-June. Clutches range in size from 2^6 eggs

features to differentiate between accipiter and and are hatched about 30-32 days later in mid- to

buteo nests. Note Appendix A, Table 2 for late-July (Reynolds and Wight 1978, Johnsgard

specific information on breeding chronology. 1990, Quinn 1991). Hatching of all eggs seems to
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occurwithinal-2dayspan(Reynolds and Wight north to Baja California and coast to coast

1978). Juverinesartarnflightatapproxirnately21- (Johnsgard 1990). By the mid-1960s, fewer than

24 days of age, but may remain in the nest 20 active peregrine eyries were known in the

territory for another 3 weeks to be fed by atten- Rocky Mountain states, and none in the Greater

dant adults. The range of fledged young per nest Yellowstone Ecosystem (Piatt and Enderson

attempt is 2.7-3.5 (Reynolds 1989). 1989).

The current distribution of the peregrine

Ecology and Habitat Relationships falcon in North America exists due to the suc-

cessful reintroduction of this falcon through

Of the three North American accipiters, hacking and captive breeding. The peregrine

the shaip-shinnedhawkuses the youngest, most falcon is listed as an endangered species by the

dense forests stands. It is thought that80% of the Fish and Wildlife Service and on state lists. The

North American breeding population nests in currentwestern population isnow over 300 pairs

the boreal forest of the continent The combina- (Peregrine FalconFoundation 1993). TheGreater

tion of a conifer patch within a larger deciduous Yellowstone Ecosystem is noted as an area of

stand is thought to provide preferred nesting both historical peregrine falcon breeding and

habitat (Piatt 1976, Reynolds 1989Joy etal 1994). recentrecoverydue toreintroduction efforts (Piatt

Conifer stands are identified as important in and Enderson 1989). Threats to this species

providing a diversity of passerine bird species include contamination from pesticides, particu-

which are the primary prey of this highly spe- larly insouthernwintering areas, repeatedhuman

tialized, bird-catching predator. Birds comprise disturbance at nest sites and loss of prey base,

the main prey item though small mammals such

as voles, pocket gophers and shrewsmay alsobe Local Occurrence

taken. Their main diet includes many small

birds, such as yeUow-rumped warblers, robins, Outside the breeding season, peregrines

sparrows and juncos (Joy et al. 1994) Prey size are occasionally seen throughout the study area,

averages at 17.6gformales and 28.4gforfemales. Peregrine falcons nest at two locations within the

Foraging occurs in a variety of habitats, includ- studyarea. Nestsitesareon clifffaces,one within

ing shrub communities, deciduous and conifer a large cliff complex in the canyon section and

forests and open habitats adjacent to nesting another on a small cliff near the river. No per-

habitat In the western United States, sharp- egrineswereseenintherandomlyselectedsample

shinnedhawksmaymove downslope, wintering sections.

in open woodland and foraging in adjacent

grasslands (Johnsgard 1990). Reproductive Biology

Detection Methods Peregrines return to nesting eyries in April;

breedingbehaviorisinitiatedkterthanbyprairie

The same survey protocol described for falcons. In a period of pre-nesting courtship,

goshawks applies with special consideration to paired adults exhibit their considerable flight

shaip-shinned hawk habitat and nesting chro- abilities through well-studied aerial courtship

nology (Appendix A, Table 2). displays (Cade 1982). Intruders are vigorously

displaced from the nesting area. Pairs tend to

Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregiinus) reoccupy the same eyrie year after year, and pah-

bonds are thoughttobe retainedforlong periods.

The Peregrine falcon "the wanderer", Clutch sizes average about 3 eggs/eyrie

breeds on all continents but Antarctica. InNorth (Bull 1974). Incubation takes 32-34 days from

America, the peregrine is found from the far laying of the last egg to the nearly synchro-
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nous hatching (Porter et ai 1973). Both sexes and such observation is an indication of falcon

participate in incubation. Fledging occurs after presence. A "kacking" vocalization can also

35-42 days. indicate the presence of a falcon. Surveys for

territorialbirds shouldbe initiated inmid-March

Ecology and Habitat Relationships in suitable habitat Juvenile peregrines are fledg-

ing around late June to late July.

The primary feature of peregrine falcon

nesting habitat is usually a tall nesting cliff. Cliffs Prairie Falcon (Falco mexicanus)

occupiedbyperegrines are typicallyover 150 feet

high with an unobstructed view of surrounding The prairie falcon breeds in the western

foraging habitatand with ledges large enough to North America east of the Pacific coastal

serve asnestandperch sites (Cade 1982,Johnsgard ranges from British Columbia to Baja, across

1990). Nesting habitatmaybe most restricted by the Great Basin, Rocky Mountains and grass-

access to prey species, most often shorebirds and lands of the Dakotas, Colorado and western

waterfowl, or pigeons. Foraging occurs in awide Canada. Prairie falcons winter a bit farther

variety of habitats, including riparian wood- east and south across Texas and into Mexico

lands, forestlands, shrublands, and prairies. Prey (Johnsgard 1990). In winter, prairie falcons

taken is mostly small birds, mduding swallows, sometimes move to lower elevational open

shorebirds andmourning doves inriparian areas country within the breeding range where

and passerines the size of gray jays and nut- horned larks or other small birds or mammals
crackers over high elevation forests (Sherrod are available as prey. This species is on the

1978). We have seen local peregrines take rock Audubon list of declining species, but may be

doves from near the river canyon walls on sev- secure on a continental basis (Cade 1982), with

eral occasions. Peregrines also take some small a total estimate for the species of 5 to 6 thou-

mammals and insects. sand pairs.

Detection Methods Local Occurrence

Surveys for eyries start with the delinea- We are aware ofthree prairie falcon eyries

tion of suitable nesting habitat Where large within the study area, 2 in small cliffs on the

areas of suitable habitat exist aerial surveys can canyon rim and 1 on a big wall in the South Fork

expedite the search. In our area the rare obser- canyon section. In 1994, we detected flying

vation of an adult can narrow the search for the prairie falcons at one sample quadrat outside of

eyrie to a specific cliff or river stretch. Ground these known nest areas,

surveys are primarily just extended observation

time behind a spotting scope at a cliff walL The Reproductive Biology

best time to surveyrockwalls for falcons flying in

or out of eyries is best conducted early in the Prairie falcons return to eyries inMarch to

morning (1-4 hours post sunrise) and later af- April and begin a courtship that may last for a

temoon (1-4 hours pre-sunset). Nest scrapes are month. Clutch sizes average about 4 to 5 eggs

often difficult if not impossible to observe from (Cade 1982). Egg laying occurs at an interval of

the ground and is again best delineated by the about 2 days, or about 10 days for the entire

presence of an adult flying in or out of a crevice, clutch. Incubation, which takes 29-33 days, is not

Narrow, vertically streaked white-wash excre- initiated until all the eggs are laid. The female

ment on a rock wall is a distinct sign of the does most of the incubation, although the male

peregrine or prairie falcon (buteos and eagles performs this task while the female eats the food

white-wash is described more as abroad splash) thathebrings into the scrape. Numbers ofyoung
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in advanced-age broods is highly variable eastern Idaho (Craig and Craig 1989). No veri-

(Kockert et al 1983). Young falcons hatch close fied merlin nests have been reported within the

together, and fledge after about 40 days. There is Greater Yellowstone region in recent years, al-

high mortality of young falcons, 74% in one though merlins are occasionally seen within the

study (Shor 1975). area during thebreeding season (Craig and Craig

1989). Surveys for nesting merlins are needed

Ecology and Habitat Relationships within the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.

Merlins are listed as species of special

Prairie falcons selectnesting eyries in cliffs concerninldaho andMontana, apriority2species

or escarpments. The landscapes surrounding in Wyoming, and as a sensitive species by the

their nests sites are often semi-arid open lands, Bureau of Land Management Population de-

sagebrush basins orgrasslands (MartiandBraun dines have been attributed to eggshell thinning

1975). Nests are usually in rock cavities in sheer due to pesticides and conversion of grassland/

cliffs with overhanging ledges and abroad vista, shrub habitats to cropland (Fox 1971, Becker

Most nests are within pothole-like cavities in 1984).

cliffs about 30 m high (Runde and Anderson

1986). Prairie falcons also nest in rock crevices Local Occurrence

and old stick nests used by other species. Home
ranges of 26 to 141 km squared have been noted M Whitfield has seen merlins within the

(Craighead and Craighead 1956). Birds and study area on two occasions during the breeding

mammals make up the majority of their food season Both sightings were of adults in sage-

base in varying proportions (Peterson etal 1977, dominated habitats. We did not detect any

Boyce 1985, Squires et aL 1989). Prairie falcons merlins in 1994.

surfer from many local problems, including

pesticides, grassland conversions, and distur- Reproductive Biology

bance of nesting areas.

Males typically arrive in breeding areas

Detection Methods before females (Becker 1984). New pair bonds

are formed each year. Courtship features as

The same survey protocol described for many as 14 displays and 4 primary vocalizations

the peregrine falcon applies to the prairie falcon (Feldsine and Oliphant 1985). Merlins typically

Thesespedescansliaresimilarhabitatandnesting occupybreeding territories in April andlay eggs

chronology in our area, although prairie falcons in May (Becker 1984, Craig and Craig 1989).

may arrive in nesting cliffs earlier (Appendix A, Although they usually nest in stick nests of other

Table 2). The vocalization "jiirik, jiirik, jiink' spedes, merlins also can nest in tree cavities or

made by an adult prairie is indicative of the cliff scrapes. Black-billed magpie nests withmud
presence of young falcons. cups and stick canopies are often the nest site of

choice (Sieg and Becker 1990). They may deco-

Merlin (Falco columbmius) rate nests with greenery.

Clutch sizes average about 4 eggs (Becker

Merlins are found in the north of North 1984). The female does most of the incubation

America and Eurasia (Johnsgard 1990) . Merlins exceptwhen the male brings in food. Incubation

nestmnormwestemAlaska,throughoutCanada, lasts 28-32days (26days/egg). The female helps

and into the northern prairie states: Montana, the with hunting after only one week of brooding.

Dakotas, Wyoming, and western Nebraska. The Nestlings develop rapidly, and may fly at 26 to 33

southernmost extension of the merlin's North days after hatching (Becker 1984). The young

American range is into central Wyoming and start to catch prey (insects) after only 2 weeks of
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flight, and are independent of adults after 5

weeks of flight

Merlins typically have low population

densities, and forage up to 9km from a nest site.

Home range sizes have been suggested to range

from 13 to 28 square km (Becker 1984).

Ecology and Habitat Relationships

Areas of mixed grasslands and decidu-

ous trees, often quaking aspen, are favored

breeding areas (Hodson 1976 from Sieg and

Becker 1990). Nesting habitat in southeastern

Montana included dry ponderosa pine types

(Becker 1984). Mostmerlin nests documented in

Montana have been constructed by black-billed

magpies (Sieg and Becker 1990). Such nests can

be found in coniferous or deciduous stands.

Although Watson (1979) found merlins nesting

in conifer forest in Great Britain, the adults were

still foraging over open grassland habitats. The

type of tree used is thought to be related prima-

rily to the presence of a suitable nest (Sieg and

Becker 1990), with no preference for tree species.

Preferred hunting habitat is a patchy mix

of sagebrush and open grassland (Becker and

Sieg 1987). In their feeding, merlins are strongly

bird adapted, but also take a few small rodents

andbats (Hodson 1978, Becker 1984). Birds are 75

to 100% ofprey and mammals less than 7% . They

also eat a few insects. Prey are typically small to

medium sized passerines, such as horned larks,

sparrows, and thrushes. Merlins are daytime

hunters, mostly in early morning and late after-

noon to dark

Methods of Detection

Merlins are rare within our study area

and therefore specificnesting habitatand nesting

chronology is lacking. Surveys efforts can be

narrowed by the presence of defensive, adults

vocalizing during the nesting period of mid-

April (courtship) tomid-May (egg-laying) (Becker

1977).

American Kestrel (Falco sparverius)

The American kestrel is the most com-

mon and widely distributed hawk in North

America, with an estimated 1.2 million pairs

(Johnsgard 1990). Approximately 1/4 of these

pairs are thought to winter in North America.

Idaho is among those states with the greatest

numbers ofkestrels in the west, with a reportedly

stable kestrel population (Piatt and Enderson

1989). Aside from the southeastern population

which is "threatened" in Horida, the American

kestrel does not carry any special Federal or State

status.

Local Occurrence

Kestrels are among the most common
raptors in the study area and throughout eastern

Idaho. We have seen kestrels at all elevations and

within or near all habitat types in the study area.

Kestrels were seen or heard in seven sample

sections.

Reproductive Biology

Kestrels return from wintering grounds

to this area in late March to early April Pairs are

very vocal as they complete aerial displays and

courtship feeding. Males select and defend ter-

ritories, and the pair selects a nesting cavity

together. Kestrels often displace woodpeckers,

and compete with screechowls and other species

for suitable cavities (Balgooyen 1976).

Clutch sizes are around 4 eggs

(Heintzelmann andNagy 1968, Balgooyen 1976).

Both adults incubate, although the female com-

pletes about 80% of this task. Incubation talces

about 30 days, with fledging about 30 days later.

Ecology and Habitat Relationships

The American kestrel is a secondary cav-

ity nester; it uses nesting cavities which were

excavated by other species. As such, the kestrel

is dependent on the northern flicker over much

of its distribution (Balgooyen 1976). Kestrels
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have an extremelywide ecological tolerance rela- have been noted in areas of habitat destruction,

tive to elevation, tree species and type of forested

environment Kestrel distribution is strongly Local Occurrence

influenced by the availability of adequate nest-

ing cavities and perches. Home rangesmaybe as The great-horned owl is probably our

small as .68 square km if there sufficient cavity most common nocturnal raptor. The great-

nesting opportunities (Smith and Murphy 1973). horned owl is a generalist and lives in a great

Since over 95% of forages are initiated variety ofhabitats throughout the studyarea and

from a perch, and prey is usually taken atground the mountains around the area's periphery. The

level, perches within open areas are important great-horned owl is often found nesting and /or

habitat features (Balgooyen 1976). Hunting roosting in mature riparian cottonwood forests

usually occurs over open terrain, with a prefer- along major tributaries, but prefers to hunt in

ence for open, exposed ground in vegetated open fields and forest edges. We also find the

areas. Open savanna-like areas and forest edges owls in the willow-swamp community and

are preferred. ' nearby pasture lands, with nests located in aspen

Two potential threats that could occur stands or isolated cottonwoods. We have heard

locally to this species are the loss of cavity trees calling great-homed owls in riparianbottoms all

and pesticide contamination through ingestion over the study area, and also in conifer-covered

of insects, insect eating birds or small mammals, foothill areas and in the lower elevations ofmajor

Highly valued cavity trees are aspen and cot- mountain canyons. We detected great homed

tonwood. owls in three sample sections.

Detection Methods Reproductive Biology

Adult kestrels are highlyvocal during the In other studies, adult pairs begin to roost

nesting cycle, and although relatively small are together in late December after being nearly

very visible because they are very active. Nests solitary throughout the fall, courtship begins in

are usually within .25 miles of observed birds January, and egg laying occurs in late February

during the nesting season. Nest searches are (e.g Petersen 1979). Incubation lasts from 26-35

conducted by systematic ground surveys for days, with 30 days probably an average for un-

cavities. Active nesting cavities can best be de- interrupted incubation (Gilkey et aL 1943). The

tected by visually tracking adult male prey de- young owlets grow rapidly in the first month,

liveries and listening for food-begging juveniles and regularly leave the nest to climb into nearby

prior to fledging. Note Appendix A, Table 2 for trees to hide in the branches at 5-6 weeks of age.

nesting chronology. Theymayflyshortdistancesat45daysofage,but

are not proficient flyers until 9 or 10 weeks old.

Great-horned Owl (Bubo virginianus). The young owls are dependent upon the adults

for long periods, and may not disperse from the

The great-horned owl is found through- adult territory until as late asmid-winter(Petersen

out the Americas in a broad range of habitats 1979). Young owls are downy until 3-4 weeks of

(Johnsgard 1988). Great-homed owls are rela- age (Johnsgard 1988). In 1993 incubation was

tively sedentary in that they may remain within initiated at Teton Valley great-homed owl nests

breeding territories year around. Migration to in late March-early April (Whitfield and Maj

more southern areas may occur in years of poor 1994).

prey availability. Despite continued losses due Clutch sizes for great-homed owls tend

toshooting and collisionwithvehicles, thisspedes tobe relatively small, averaging from 2.05 to 259

is successful in much of its range. Local declines across several geographic regions (Murray 1976).
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Houston (1971, 1975) reported that brood sizes Forested areas near nest structures and roosts

were largest and eggs were laid earlier during should be protected to afford security cover to

years when prey were abundant He also noted owls. Active nest sites shouldbe avoided during

that more nonbreeding occurred in years when the nesting season as disturbance can cause

prey were scarce, and that nests were located in nesting failures.

more diverselocations (lessremote and sheltered)

when prey were abundant Detection Methods

Ecology and Habitat Relationships Ubiquitous as this owl is, great homed

owl nests are no less difficult to locate than other

It is hard to characterize the habitat of owls or raptors in general. Preliminarylocations

great-horned owls; this species is a generalist of nests can be triangulated from by the territo-

and lives in a great variety of habitats (Austing rial calls ofbothmale and female. Malesregularly

andHoltl966). Basic habitatneeds are a nest site, roost within 100 m of nesting females during

roost site, and hunting area. Nests are usually incubation (Rohner et aL 1992). The female will

sticknests builtby other birds, such as red-tailed usually respond vocally to the male within the

hawks or herons; great-homed owls also use cliff first hours of sunset and sunrise. It is during the

nests, ledges, and caves. Roosts are selected for first hour after sunset and the first hour before

maximum daytime concealment conifers are sunrise thattriangulationofbothvocalizing adults

favored. Hunting areas are usually relatively canprovideapreliminarylocationofthenests. A

openareas,butwoodlands or areaswith scattered ground or aerial search for the nest follows,

trees are also used. Generally, nesting territories looking for the presence of owls by searching for

are in open, mature deciduous forests (cotton- signs such as feathers, pellets, and white- wash

woods or aspen) near water. Breeding territories The "triangulation and search' survey technique

are estimated from several studies (Johnsgard is recognized as time-intensive and that playing

1988) at 150-250 acres in size. taped vocalizations could increase the efficiency

Great-horned owls adapt to local condi- ofnestsearches. This methodhowever, is thought

tions and take many kinds of prey. These owls to be less disturbing to nesting birds than is the

usually take larger prey than other owls, all the use of territorial calls.

way from insects to domestic cats and marmots, Broadcast vocalizations have been effec-

geese and herons. They often perch on vantage tively used to detect great homed owls (Morrell

points such as telephone poles and make short et aL 1991). The detection of great homed owls

nights to prey. They apparently hunt more by using broadcast calls can be improved by con-

sight than most owls, and often hunt in the ducting the surveys on calm nights in January

evening hours before dark between midnight and 0600, during a waxing

Leading causes for great-horned owl moon (Morrell et al. 1991). The general applica-

mortalities continue tobe highway collisions and tion of broadcast conspecific calls in eliciting owl

shooting. Educational efforts that emphasize the responses is described by Smith and Carpenter

value of birds of prey might benefit this species 1981, Johnson et al 1 981 and Fuller and Mosher

particularly, because their habit of perching on 1981, 1987.

roadside poles makes them susceptible to

shooters. Although this species is notably se- Long-Eared Owl (Asia otus)

cretive, we have located nesting great-homed

owls near farm homes and agricultural areas. Long-eared owls range broadly across

Great-horned owls often nest in habitats that are southern Canada and the northern 2/3 of the

human dominated; but generally in local sites United States, generally in woodland and for-

mat are secluded and little visited by people, ested habitats (Johnsgard 1988). This species is
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also found across Asia and Europe at similar times congregate at favored winter roosts (Bent

latitudes. Forest cutting, particularly in riparian 1938). Roost trees may be used repeatedly over

habitats, have caused declines of this species in the years.

America, but the long-eared owl is not listed as a Long-eared owl populations decline in

species of concern by any agencies in Idaho or areas where habitats are lost, particularly fa-

Wyoming, vored forest areas and riparian habitats. Habitat

around anyidentifiedroostsshouldbeprotected,

Local Occurrence since these sites often are of long-term value to

the species.

Wehave seenorheard long-eared owls in

habitats that feature mixed conifer (mostly open Methods of Detection

Douglas-fir) and aspen stands and in dense Cot-

tonwood riparian forests. We located two long- The same survey protocol using conspe-

eared owl broods after fledging in Douglas-fir cific territorial calls as described for great-horned

stands near the river. We found long-eared owls owls applies for long-eared owls. Note the pre-

in two sample sections. ferred habitat and nesting chronology of the

long-eared owl (Appendix A, Table 3). Nest

Reproductive Biology searches can be further enhanced by triangula-

tion of calling territorial adults as described for

The breeding season for long-eared owls greathorned owls. Long-eared owls will nest on

isapparentiyprolongedbyvariationininitiation platforms formed by mistletoe clumps which

of egg laying from mid-March to late May (Bent can be very common in some coniferous stands,

1938). We have heard adult males singing in the Nests can be very difficult to locate. Both long

study area in mid-April. The incubation period and short eared owls will roost in semi-colonial

is approximately 25 days, but hatching may be groups in the winter. Roosts sites are generally

prolonged over several days for a large clutch densely vegetated either conifers or deciduous

Qohnsgardl989). Owlets fledge atabout35days, stands as low elevations where temperatures are

and gradually become independent at about 2 moderate (pers. comm.. D. Holt). Roosts sites are

months of age. We found 2 broods of food- located from the ground by surveying suitable

begging fledglings (3 and 4 in number) near the habitat Surveys of such areas should occur at

South Fork Snake River on 7/13 and 7/31/93, twilight when foraging birds maybe more de-

which suggests hatching in latter May. Marks tectable.

(1986) reported aminimum of 3.7 fledged young

per successful nest in southwestern Idaho, with Short-Eared Owl (Asio flamrneus)

clutch sizes expected to be near 5 on average

(Murray 1976). The short-eared owl is a circumpolar

species that resides across Canada and approxi-

Ecology and Habitat Relationships mately the northern half of the United States,

usually in open areas such as meadows and

During the breeding season, long-eared marshes Qohnsgard 1988). Northern popula-

owls are associated with coniferous, deciduous, tions of this owl are migratory in winter, with

or mixed composition forests and forest edges movements as far south as Mexico and Central

(Johnsgard 1988). Long-eared owls use old corvid America. The short-eared owl is on the Audubon

nests almost exclusively (Marks 1986). EHuing Sodety'sbluelistof dedining species but has not

winter, coniferouswoodsmaybe veryimportant beenrecognized as a species of specialconcemby

as roosting cover (Craighead and Craighead federal or state agencies in Idaho or Wyoming.

1956). Large numbers of these owls will some-
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Local Occurrence

Detection Methods

Short-eared owls are relatively common
residents of the open, grassland, meadow, and As a ground nesting species, the nest

marsh areas in the lower elevations of the study survey protocol follows that described for the

area and west of the river. We have not located northern harrier. Because this owl is often

any short-eared owls within our sample areas, observed during the daytime, especially early

but suspect that they occur in suitable habitats, morning and later evening, observed adults can

We have noted considerable annual variation in help focus a follow-up ground search. This owl

our observations of short-eared owls in our on- also roosts in smallgroups, oftenwithlong-eared

going studies in Teton Valley, and suspect that owls, incottonwood and deciduous forests in the

population fluctuations maymake this owl hard winter. These sites maybe detected by obser-

to find in some years. vation of foraging adults as they leave the roost

Reproductive Biology

in early evening.

Western Screech Owl (Otus kermicottii)

Egg laying at this latitude and altitude

might be expected from mid-April to mid-June The Western Screech Owl is found from

(Bent 1938). Whitfield and Maj (1994) observed southern coastal Alaska throughout coastal Brit-

a courting pair of short-eared owls in Teton ish Columbia and the United States west of the

Valley on 4/16/92. Incubation lasts about 26 Rocky Mountains to central Mexico, and inland

days. The young develop veryrapidly, probably as far as northwestern Wyoming, Colorado,

because of their high vulnerability to predation: Arizona and western Texas Qohnsgard 1988).

these owls are ground nesters. The young owls These owls are found in a wide range of habitats

may depart from the nest after only 15 days, and varying from coastal lowlands and the Sonoran

fledge at about 25 days of age (Clark 1975). The desert to temperate rain forests. The species is

young maybe dependent upon the adults until generally found in open deciduous forest and

about 50 days old. areas of scattered trees. In many areas, western

screech owls have declined due to the loss of

Ecology and Habitat Relationships riparian forest habitats, although they may be

found within urban city parks. The western

The short-eared owl is primarily associ- screech hybridizes with the eastern screech owl

ated with open habitats such as hay meadows, along interspecies boundaries,

pastures, old fields and wetlands (Clark 1975).

Winter roosts may be found in conifers with Local Occurrence

similar characteristics to those used by long-

eared owls, and may even be shared with these We have detected screech owls in the

owls (Clark 1975). cottonwood bottom in the Heise area only to

This species is susceptible to the suite of date,but suspect that this species willbe found in

ecological changes that can threaten the success much of the cottonwood forest within the study

ofmany ground nesting birds, such as unfavor- area. We did not detect any Western screech

able habitat alteration by factors such as fire or owls in 1994

agricultural clearing and destructionbyincreased

populations of foxes, skunks, ravens and other Reproductive Biology

predators. Specific habitats used by these owls

for nesting, foraging, and roosting should be Mating pairs are monogamous and ap-

identified and protected where possible. parently life long, but these are short-lived birds
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(life span of 3-4 years). Western screech owls throughout the western United States and ex-

may attempt to breed as 1 year olds (80%, Van treme southern edge of the western Canadian

Camp and Henny 1975). Thepairs displaymany provinces with the exception of the Pacific coast,

calls, including duetting when in courtship, and in Mexico, Central America, and South

Copulations are of 2 seconds duration. Clutch America outside of the Amazon River Basin

sizes of 4 to 6 eggs, are expected, although clutch (Johnsgard 1988). It also resides in Florida and

size may be smaller in interior populations. In- the West Indies. These owls are usuallyfound in

cubation lasts about 26 days, with fledging at 30- open, dry pasture lands, grasslands, or deserts

32 days. There is very high fledging mortality, where burrows are available. It is migratory in

about 70%. this region and winters southinunknown areas.

The burrowing owl has declined in much of its

Ecology and Habitat Relationships range, largely because of the removal ofburrow

building mammals. It is listed as a sensitive

The western screech owl is generally as- species by the BLM and a priority 2 species in

sociated with deciduous tree stands in open Wyoming, but does not have special status in

country, especially riparian hardwoods (cotton- Idaho,

wood) bottoms. IncentralIdaho,Hayward (1983)

noted a strong preference for cottonwood river Local Occurrence

bottoms. Nearby open grassland habitats were

used for foraging. These small owls nest in Within the Greater Yellowstone Ecosys-

cavities, in woodpecker holes or natural cavities, tern, the burrowing owl is found in isolated

They sometimes use flicker holes in deciduous colonies in rural areas where open plain habitat

trees along stream sides. They also roost against predominates (Olenick 1989). Nesting by bur-

the boles of cottonwoods where their gray col- rowing owls intheGYEmaybe sporadic (Olenick
oration is an effective disguise. We have found 1989). Wehavenotdetected anyburrowing owls

screech owls roosted in conifers within cotton- within the study area,

wood forests.

Johnson et al. (1979) reported that west- Reproductive Biology

em screech owl pairs nesting in riparian forests

may be separated by as little as 50 m (164 ft). Egg layingmay occur over abroad period

Territories may be separated by much greater between AprilandJuly (Bentl938,Stewartl975).

distances. With an incubation period of 30 days, and a

minimum fledging period of 40 days, the repro-

Detection Methods ductive cycle likely requires 70-80 days (Landry

1979). Burrowing owls have relatively large

These owls respond very readily to taped broods, with an average of4.6juveniles /breeding

calls. We have successfully called western screech pair at independence (Wedgewood 1976).

owls inJackson Hole and the South Fork atHeise

in mid-March to early April in earlier years. The Ecology and Habitat Relationships

same broadcast calling method described for

largeowlsapplieswithspedalattentiontoscreech Typical burrowing owl habitat is open

owl habitat and nesting chronology (Appendix flat pasture land or grassland that has available

A, Table 3). burrows (Johnsgard 1988). Nesting areas must

also feature perch sites such as fence posts or

Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia) raised rodent mounds (Grant 1965). Nesting

rnav occur in a localized area that would require

The burrowing owl breeds locally a focused habitat protection effort Artificial nest
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burrows havebeen successfully used to enhance been found in Cottonwood bottoms in Teton

burrowing owl habitat in areas where burrow- Valley and the upperHenry's Fork near Chester,

mgmarnmalshavebeenremoved(01enickl987). Idaho (Franklin 1987). Similar winter habitat

features are found in Swan Valley and along the

Detection Methods upper South Fork and Henry's Fork within this

study area, althoughwe have not seen wintering

Ground surveys are used in detecting greatgrayowls here. We did not detect any great

burrowing owls. Searches should startinknown gray owls in our 1994 sample sections,

prairie dog towns, short grass communities and

disturbed sites such as cut-banks along road, Reproductive Biology

railroad and airstrip ways. Both territorial adults

and juveniles will respond to elicited broadcast In late winter, greatgray owls are increas-

calls. Generally observations of burrows for a ingly gregarious, with pair formation from early

few hours during their breeding season will February to a few weeks prior to egg laying in

provide information on presence. Adults may April or May (Franklin 1988). Territorial male

occasionally be observed perched near nest great grays are expected to be calling in this

burrows onlowelevation structures sucha raised region fromlate February to April Onlyfemales

land surface or fence posts. incubate the eggs; breeding females typically

commence incubation in April to early May in

Great Gray Owl (Strix nebuhsd) this locale (Craighead and Craighead 1956,

Franklin 1988). Egg laying may be delayed in

The North American breeding range of years of heavy snow cover (Franklin 1988,

the great gray owl includes central Alaska, most Whitfield and Maj 1995). Hatching occurs 30 to

of Canada, the Cascades and Sierra Nevada 36 days after incubation begins (Mikkola 1981,

ranges to California and the Rockies into the Franklin 1988). The young owlets leave the nest

Greater Yellowstone Region of Idaho and Wyo- at 3-4weeks afterhatching (Franklin 1988, Bull et

ming (Johnsgard 1988). Great gray owls nest in al 1989a), although they do notbegin to fly until

a variety of vegetation types from subalpine about 50-55 days old. The young owlets are agile

conifer forests to foothill forests interspersed climbers and climb leaning trees near the nest

with open areas, and winter at lower elevations, area. The young are fed by an adult, usually the

The great gray owl is a species of special concern male, for about 3 months after they fledge,

in Idaho, and a sensitive species within the Mean clutch sizes are 3 to 3.3 in Idaho/

Targhee and Bridger-Teton National Forests. Wyoming (Franklin 1988), up to 5 in Oregon

(Bull and Henjum 1990), with a potential for as

Local Occurrence many as 9 eggs (Mikkola 1983, as cited in

Johnsgard 1988). Hedging-aged broods of 1 to 5

The EasternIdaho/NorthwestWyoming (mean of 22) are the norm in Oregon (Bull and

portion of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, Henjum 1990). In a 1994 study in the eastern

including the upper elevations of the study area, portionofTarghee NationalForest, an average of

features a notably large and productive popula- 23 fledged young/brood (n = 10) were found

tionofgreatgray owls (Franklin 1987, 1988). We (Whitfield et al 1995).

are aware ofgreatowlbreeding areas atthe edges

of the study area in Douglas-fir dominated Ecology and Habitat Relationships

habitats above the river between Palisades Dam
and Conant Valley and in similar habitats in the Great gray owls nest in a variety of veg-

foorhilk of the northern Big Hole mountains, etation types along their range from north to

Concentrations ofwintering greatgrayowls have south. Locally, Franklin (1987) reported that
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over90%ofobservationsofgTeatgrayowlsinthe ging vocalizations from early July to mid Au-

Southeastern Idaho/Western Wyoming area gust, a period in which they are particularly

were in the lodgepole pine/Douglas fir/aspen vocal The earlieryoung owlets are detected after

zone. Most of the nests reported by Franklin fledging, the more likely they will still be in close

were in Douglas-fir forests. The most common proximity to the nest Adults are territorial

nest trees in this region axe Douglas fir and within close proximity to the nest and thus the

lodgepole pine. Aspen are occasionally used, furtherawayfrom the nestthe less likelyan adult

Greatgrayowls donotbuild nests; neststructures can response can be elicited with taped calls

are usually old hawk (usuallygoshawk) orraven (USDA 1993).

stick nests, depressions in the tops of broken-

topped snags, or dwarf-mistletoe platforms Barred Owl (Strix varia

)

(Franklin 1988, Whitfield et aL 1995).

There was few specific descriptions of IntheWest,barredowlsareresidentfrom

juvenile greatgrayowlhabitat use orpreferences southeasternAlaska and easternBritishColumbia

in the literature. Newly fledged juveniles, are into the northwestern states inthe interiorRockies

agile, flightless climbers. They use their feet, to northern California (Johnsgard 1988). They

wings and bills to move throughout their habitat are now rarely found into southeast Idaho,

(Mikkola 1983). Young greatgrays require forest western Montana, and northwest Wyoming,

stands with small, deformed, or leaning trees Barred owls in the East are found from Nova

(Franklinl987,1988). E>urmg the heatofsummer, Scotia to Central Alberta across Canada, and

juveniles avoid sunlight and seek shade by fre- throughout the eastern and southeastern United

quenting trees with a dense canopy (Bull and States.

Duncan 1993). Thebarred owl is a forest-dependentowL

Nero (1980) suggests that greatgray owls and has suffered in areas where forestshavebeen

hunt in open, grassyhabitats and avoid timbered extensivelycut Inareaswhere foresthabitats are

stands, but Bull and Henjum (1990) found that relatively small in size, barred owls may be

hunting adults actuallypreferred tohuntin open excluded by much larger great homed owls.

forests with canopy closures of 11-59%. In the However, the barred owl does appear more

eastern half ofTarghee National Forest clearcuts adaptive than some other species. Barred owl

were favored over other foraging habitats, al- populations have greatly expanded their range

though open canopy lodgepole pine and aspen into the Northwestern U. S. since the 1960s, and

forests were also used (Whitfield et al 1995). are now found in many habitats formerly occu-

pied by spotted owls (Hamer and Allen 1985).

Detection Methods Barred owls occur into southeast Alaska, and

into our region in southernIdaho and Northwest

Like other raptorial species detection of Wyoming,

great gray owls can be enhanced with the use of

broadcast conspecific calls. Generally surveys Local Occurrence

using calls should be started in March, continu-

ing into the end of April. In years when deep The closest documented occurrence of a

snows persist into the spring vocalization sur- barred owl is in the Centennial Mountains along

veys shouldbe delayed since greatgray owlmay the continental and state divides between Mon-

delay their courtship when such conditions oc- tana and Idaho. Theyhave alsobeen reported in

cur. Surveys should be performed 3-4 hours northwestern Wyoming. Their documented

after dusk. Evening surveys are preferable to range expansion suggests that barred owls may

early morning surveys. Young owlets can be be found within our study area.

detected with the use of conspecific food-beg-
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Reproductive Biology a cavity in a large tree (roughly 50 cm or about 20

inches dbh or larger), often in a deciduous tree.

Courtship begins in winter, as the pair The owls use natural cavities or old squirrel or

exchanges hoots, and males pursue females with hawk nests. Nest heights ranged from 14 to 32

a variety of calls and displays and courtship feetin eastern Canada. Oftennests are near forest

feeding and preening (Johnsgard 1988) . Barred openings, and sometimes in the tops ofhollowed

owl calls are highly distinctive: "Who cooks for tree stubs. Day roosts are typically in areas of

you; who cooks for you all"? maximum daytime concealment in densely foli-

Barred owls mightbe expected to initiate ated trees,

nesting in early April to May at our latitude. Barred owls prefer open hunting areas,

Theyhave a relatively long breeding season, and forest edges, and also woodlands or areas with

will often renest following egg or brood loss scattered trees and a lack of brush. They often

(Johnsgard 1988). Females do all the incubation hunt in marshes (Bosakowski et al. 1987). Older

and brooding, whereas males bring in the food, forests are preferred because they provide more

Clutch sizes are relatively small, on average 2.4 sub-canopy flying room. Older growth forests

eggs/clutch (Murray 1976). Yearly variations in also may contain an abundance of down trees

clutch size are influenced by prey base and win- that provide rodent habitat Barred owls are

ter severity. Incubation begins with the first egg opportunistic foragers; they adapt to local con-

laid, which equates to staggered hatching. Incu- ditions, and take many kinds ofprey. Prey items

bation lasts 28 to 33 days. Average number of include a large variety of mammals and birds,

nestlings is about 2 (Apfelbaum and Seelbach with average mammalian prey sizes in the range

1983). Younggrow rapidly in the firstmonth. At of partiallygrown cottontails, voles, shrews, and

4-5 weeks, the young regularly leave the nest to birds the size of flickers, butup to grouse, pheas-

Himb into nearby trees and hide in branches, ants, and even long-eared owls. They are semi-

Young begin to fly at about 6-7 weeks old. They nocturnal to nocturnal hunters with hunting

may receive some food from adults for up to 4 techrtiquesandpreypreferencesthatcausestrong

months. overlap with spotted owls.

Barred owls are thought to have perma- Average barred owl home range sizes

nent pair bonds, which persist year around, but were 231 hectares in a Minnesota radio-telem-

this feature is not well known. They are fairly etry study (Nicholls and Warner 1972) and 282

sedentary and territorial much of the year, al- hectares in a Michigan radio-tracking study

thoughmostly solitaryfromJuly to earlyDecern- (Hody and Sloan 1985). Only about 118 hectares

ber. There is a high degree of nest tenacity and of that area was used in summer when the prey

territoriality. The owls are relatively long-lived, base was more dense. Barred owls are strongly

with records ofup to 10 years in the wild. Barred defensive ofterritories (Nicholls and Fuller 1987).

owl occupancy of nest territories has been Theyaregenerallysedentary,butsomemigratory

documented for over 30 years. movements are noted in more northern areas

duringwinter. The owls, particularly the females,

Ecology and Habitat Relationships may occupy their territories most of the year.

Barred owls typicallybreedwithin dense, Detection Methods

mature woodlands, varying from uplands to

lowlandswamps,butespeciallywetland areas in Barred owls are highly vocal during their

deep woods (Nicholls and Warner 1972, Hody nesting period and will respond to taped conspe-

and Sloan 1985). Nesting territories are usuallyin cific calls. In suitable nesting habitat, careful

mature and dense mixed deciduous /conifer listening will often be sufficient to determine

forests, often near water. Nests are most often in presence of this owl because they call frequently
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during the early evening hours (1900-2400). Use summer habitat by late April and early May

of broadcast calls as described for great horned (Reynolds and Linkhart 1987b, Cannings and

owls applies following the specific nesting chro- Cannings 1982, Bull et al. 1992). Flammulated

nology and within suitable habitat for barred owls initiate incubation in the western Rockies

owls. from May through June (Bent 1938, Bull and

Anderson 1978, Reynolds and Linkhart 1987a,

Flammulated Owl (Otusflammeolus) McCallum 1994). In 1992-94, we have heard

singing flammulated owls, presumably courting

The flammulated owl nests locally from males, throughout June (unpaired males have

southern British Columbia through the interior been heard singing) (Goggan 1986, Reynolds

mountains ofwesternUnited States into Mexico, and Linkhart 1987b). Clutches average 2-4 eggs.

This species has not been reported west to the Flammulated owls incubate for approximately

Pacific coast ranges (McCallum 1994). Thought 22-25 days, mid-June to early July (Goggans

tobernigratoiy,moughlackmgdatafrommarked 1986, Reynolds and Linkhart 1987a), and the

birds, the flammulated owlhas been observed in young fledge about 25-32 nights after hatching

the winter in Mexico south to Guatemala and El (Goggans 1986, Reynolds and Linkart 1987a).

Salvador (Winter 1974, Johnsgard 1988). The The young are fedby the adults for another 35-40

species is associated with mid-elevational open nights after fledging, and then begin to disperse

ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, and successional from their natal areas in mid- to late August The

aspen forests (Reynolds and Linkart 1987a). The adults likely depart from the region by mid-

population status of this species is not well un- October (Reynolds and Linkhart 1987a).

derstood, in partbecause it is highly nocturnal, a Flammulated owls have been described as hav-

cavity nester and migratory (Marcot and Hill ing low reproductive rates (McCallum 1994). To

1980). It has more recently been described as an date, we have not found any flammulated owl

abundant raptorspecies insome areas (McCallum nesting cavities.

1994). It is listed as a sensitive species inIdahoby

the U. S. Forest Service, and a species of special Ecology and Habitat Relationships

concernbyIdaho Department ofFish and Game.
This species is a secondary cavity nester

Local Occurrence using cavities excavated by pileated and other

large woodpeckers, northern flickers and sap-

WT

e have found this spedes within the sucker (Bulletall990) and natural holes in snags

study area in Douglas-fir/ aspen communities in aspen or conifers. Most evidence points to the

along the South Fork just outside of our irnmedi- flammulated owl as primarily preying on inver-

ate sample areas. We have documented nesting tebrates, particularlylepidoptera (butterfliesand

season use of one BLM area from 1992-1994. We moths), orthoptera (grasshoppers), and co-

expectflammulated owls to nestinmixed forests leoptera (beetles) during the summer months,

that feature Douglas fir and aspen on relatively During the cold temperature periods of spring,

dry, foothill areas. Habitat suitable for noctuid moths are seen as the only available food

flammulated owls occurs around the fringes of source to flammulated owls (Reynolds and

the study area on BLM holdings and the lower Linkhart 1987a). Flammulated owls favor old

edge of the national forest ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forest and south

facing slopes, ridges and plateaus (Marcot and

Hill 1980, Goggan 1986, Bull and Anderson 1987,

Reproductive Biology Howie and Ritcey 1987, Reynolds and Linkhart

1987a, Bull etal. 1990). This preference is thought

Singing birds have been documented on to be linked to prey availability as dry site Dou-
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glas-fir and pine have an abundance of lepidopt- the female and response call of the male, since

era (Reynolds and Linkhart 1992). The open- both are generally found within the vicinity of

stem nature of these sites is thought to enhance nests prior to egg laying,

foraging, which is performed by aerial insect Nests searches are performed as a follow-

hawking and needle gleaning (Linkhart 1984). up to surveys that detect calling flammulated

Goggan (1986) also identified foraging along owls. All song-trees from which calling

forest edge grass areas. Summer roosts have flammulated owls are heard should be marked

been located in dense mixed conifer forests and and mapped. Triangulation of points and mul-

regeneration stands which often have dense, tiple vocalizing owls will help pinpoint each

sprawlingforms (Goggan 1986,Howieand Ritcey location Upon returning to these marked song-

1987). Population densities, in general do not trees, cavities with entrances greater than 4cm in

exceed 1 territory per 40 ha (McCallum 1994). diameter are located. Occupancy of a cavity is

Post incubation and pre-fledging home ranges determined with 10-15 minute observations dur-

have been estimated at 10 to 14 ha, respectively ing the first three hours after dusk Look for

(Goggans 1986, Reynolds and Linkhart 1987a). approaching males as they bring food to a

Flammulated owls have been referred to as vocalizing female. Young owlets close to fledg-

"loosely colonial"; this behavior is disputed and ing age can be quite vocal and detection of their

unsubstantiated by actual nest location data food begging calls can direct an observer to the

(McCallum 1994). adults. The nest may also be located as young

owls stayed within 100m of their nest upon first

Detection Methods fledging (Reynolds and Linkart 1984). Young

owlets will continue to move out from the nest

Flammulated owls are surveyed by site as time passes. The rate of movement is

ground and the use ofconspecific territorial adult thought to be dependent upon availability of

calls. Since flammulated owls are thought to be food resources and is thus not determinant

.

neotropical migrants, surveys are initiated upon Flammulated owls have low, soft calls

their arrival in approximately late April. Detec- and therefore broadcast calls should be used

tion of breeding flammulated owls starts with onlyon still nights when there is no precipitation,

broadcasting the territorial vocalization of adult wind or other sound (automobiles, barking dogs

territorial males from early May through June or coyotes). Calling stations should be placed

and possibly to the end of July (Reynolds and 600-800m (.5 miles) apart and no closer than 400

Linkart 1984,USDA 1993). Broadcastcallsshould m (.25 miles), even inbroken topography. Terri-

beplayedfroml/2hourbeforeduskandintothe tory boundaries have been located along ridge

night for about 3 hours. Broadcast calling is tops and thus survey routes can be placed along

valuable in determining presence of species, similar features. Placing calling routes along

Absence is muchmore difficult to determine and ridge tops may increase the projection of the

should not be inferred from survey data until at vocalization to both owls and surveyor, ease

least 3 years of systematic surveying has been travel, and may expose the surveyor to more

conducted within the same area. Since non- than one territory.

breeding malesmay respond more than nesting, Over-estimation ofowl numberss can oc-

territorial males, breeding status of responding cur should a vocal owl follow the observer and

owls cannot be determined without follow-up his tape player along the transect If using

ground surveys for nests or young owlets braodcast vocalization tapes to determine habi-

(Reynold and Linkart 1984, Hayward 1989). The tat relationships, one must be aware that vocal-

chances of locating nests can be enhanced by izationtapesmaypullanindividualowloutofits

listening for the food solicitation (begging) call of territory and preferred habitat
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Northern Saw-Whet Owl (Ae%olius acadicus) from 4-7 eggs per nest with 5 eggs being the

average. Hatching is asynchronous with incu-

The northernsaw-whet owl is endemic to bation starting after the laying of the second egg

North America (Holt et aL 1991). The northern and lasting 27-29 days (early to mid-April in our

saw-whet owl is found across southeastern and area). The nestling period lasts from 29-36 days

central Canada, into the United States from the or until late May to early June. The brood is

northeastern states, Great Lake states to the provided food during the incubation and nest-

western states and into southeastern Alaska ling period by the attending male (Marks et al

(Johnsgard 1988). Saw-whets use low elevation 1989).

riparian habitats which are dominated by de-

ciduous forests as well as high elevation conifer- Ecology and Habitat Relationships

ous forests into the spruce-fir zone (Cannings

1987, Palmer 1986). As with other small, mostly Second to the great horned owl, the

nocturnal, cavity nesting owls there is a notable northern saw-whet is expected to be the most

lack of information on the population status of common owl in the study area. Its habitats

this species. The northern saw-whet owl is not includelowelevationdeciduous forests to higher-

listed as a species of concern elevation (>7200') coniferous forests. Nesting

owls are expected in aspen, cottonwood, Douglas-

Local Occurrence fir and lodgepole pine stands. The saw-whetowl

is a secondary cavity nesting species, utilizing

We expect saw-whet owls to nest in ri- natural, excavated andman-made cavities. Home

parian deciduous forests in cottonwood and as- ranges have been documented at 142-159 ha

pen along major stream corridors and in mixed (Cannings 1987) (thesemeasurementscomefrom

spruce-fir and Douglas-fir communities around a study utilizing nestboxes) . Based upon calling

the foothills. Saw-whets have been heard in the owls, a maximum density of 1 pair per 40 acres

study area within cottonwood and Douglas-fir has been documented (Swengel and Swengel

habitat types between 5,400 and 6,000 feet in 1987). The northern saw-whet owl is tightly

elevation.. Many of our sample areas have po- associatedwith smallmammalian prey. Numer-

tential nesting habitat, though we detected ous studies identify deer mice as a dominate prey

northern saw-whet owls in only two sample item in the diet of non-nesting saw-whets, fol-

sections. lowed by voles (Microtus sp.), shrew (Blarina

andSorexsp.) (Holt etaL 1991, Marks etaL 1989,

Reproductive Biology SwengelandSwengell987). Marks andDormeus

(1988) found mice to be the most numerous prey

The northern saw-whet owl nests in item (by number) used by breeding northern

cavities excavated by northern flickers, hairy saw-whets. However, meadow voles provided

woodpeckers, man-made boxes and natural the greatest biomass. Small birds such as pine

cavities. These owls oftennest in aspen or cotton- siskins and sparrows and inverfbrates are less

woods. We have extrapolated datafrom studies important saw-whet prey,

performed in other regions to arrive at the fol-

lowing nesting phenology (Cannings 1987, Detection Methods

Palmer 1986, Marks et al. 1989). Nesting activi-

ties, including egg laying, may start as early as Broadcast vocalizations of territorial

March in our area. Annual climatic conditions adults and food-begging juveniles are used to

cancause some variation in the exact dates ofegg survey for the presence and reproductive status

laying. Second clutches may be laid as late as of sa-whet owls. The method is as described for

mid-May (Cannings 1987). Clutch sizes range flammulated owls with modification to the spe-
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cific habitat and nesting chronology ofsawwhet upon the particular year, they may continue

owls (Appendix A, Table 3). The cavity nests are singing until pair formation has occurred or

located using the same technique also described when nesting is no longer feasible (Bondrup-

for flammulated owls. As a general rule, territo- Nielsen 1984). Unpaired males may continue

rial calling ends around the end of April with singing late into the nesting season Courtship

some annual exceptions. Windand precipitation flights and mate-feeding may occur in the nest-

can restrict calling activity (Palmer 1987). ing territory 1-3months prior tonesting. Nestsite

occupancy ranged from 13-30, April in Central

Boreal Owl (Aegolius funereus) Idaho (Hayward 1989). Extrapolation of data

from Colorado and Central Idaho suggests egg

Boreal owls range across the boreal forest laying could occur between early April to mid-

zone of North America from the Pacific to the May (Hayward 1994). Incubation lasts approxi-

Atlanticcx)astthroughCanadaandUnitedStates. mately 29 days. Dramatic variations in clutch

In the U.S., the boreal is known to occur from sizes occurbetween geographic areas and years.

Alaska across to the extreme northern tier states. These variations are attributed to fluctuating

Only recently has the boreal owl been docu- annual prey populations. In Idaho, Hayward

mented as breeding in Washington, Idaho, (1983), documented a range of 25 to 3.5 eggs per

Montana,Wyoming, Colorado andNewMexico nest The nestling period lasts 28-36 days. Young

(Hayward and Garton 1983, Palmer and Ryder owlets are independent of the adults after an-

1984, Hayward et al. 1987, Whelton 1989, other 5-6 weeks. The mean number of young

Stahleckerand Rawinski 1990). Boreal owls may fledged in the Central Idaho study area was 23

be found further south in winter after going young. Studies on European boreal owl popu-

through eruptive movements in response toprey lations have documented the mean number of

availability. They generally, however, winter young fledged at 3.4 to 3.9 per successful nest

within their breeding range. Due to the birds Boreal owls are mostly monogamous through

mostly nocturnal nature and use of inaccessible the duration of the nesting season Polygamy

habitats, its population status is poorly known, occurs inEuropeanborealowlpopulationswhen

The boreal owl is listed as a sensitive species by vole populations are high Prey populations are

the Forest Service and BLM and a species of thought to effect the first age ofbreeding, clutch

special concernby the Idaho Department of Fish size, fledging success, seasonal dispersal and

and Game. nomadic movements.

Local Occurrence

Ecology and Habitat Relationships

Boreal owls have notbeen detected in the

study area, which may be lower than their nor- Habitats used for nesting include aspen

malelevational range of over 7500 feet Potential mtermixed with conifer (Eckert and Savaloja

boreal owl habitat is thought to occur above the 1979), and mature and late successional conifer

river corridor in the high elevation conifer forest subalpine-fir forest type (Hayward et aL 1993)

The closest known occurrence of boreal owls to including spruce, Douglas-fir, subapline fir,

the study area is approximately 5 miles north of western hemlock and lodgepole pine forests.

the Snake River corridor towards Teton Basin Boreal owls are secondary cavity nesters. They

utilize the cavities excavatedby northern flickers

Reproductive Biology and pileated woodpeckers. Nests are generally

located in large diameter trees (x dbh = 33-112

Territorial singing males can be heard as cm) or snags (Hayward 1994). Nest cavities are

early as mid-February in our area. Depending thought to be a limiting factor in some ranges
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(Hayward 1994). Hayward found boreal owls detected juvenile food-begging calls as late as

nesting at the lower elevation of a territory in early August

aspen/coniferareaswhere cavities aremore likely Nest boxes have been used to collect in-

to occur and roosting and foraging in higher formation on the population demographics of

elevation subapline fir forests. Roosts sites do boreal owls (Hayward et al. 1992). Hayward

change between winter and summer seasons concluded that 1) long term monitoring of nest

(Hayward 1994). Artificial nestboxes have been boxes must be established before owl

usedbyboreal owls. Nestboxes have been used demography canbe related to habitatchanges; 2)

to gather demographic and life history informa- the relationshipbetween a largerowl population

tion on certain boreal populations. and those using nest boxes must be examined

Boreal owls mostly hunt at night using a before trends can be inferred; and 3) the use of

sit and pounce strategy as opposed to a chase nest boxes is expensive and intensive but it does

pursuit Small mammals make up the majority produce relativelyprecise estimates ofoccupancy

of their diet including red-backed voles, and productivity when nest box occupancy ex-

microtines, northern bog lemmings, deer mice, ceeds 65%.

shrews, flying squirrels, and northern pocket

gophers. Small birds such as robins, mountain Northern Pygmy-Owl (Glacidium <pioma)

chickadees, kinglets and redpolls may also be

taken (Palmer 1986, Hayward and Garton 1988). Residents of western North America, the

Prey taken varies with seasonal and annual northern pygmy owl distribution extends from

availability. southeastern Alaska west into British Columbia

Home ranges of boreal owls in Colorado south to western Mexico and Guatemala. The

havebeendocumentedatl,395tol,576ha(Palmer northern pygmy owl is a resident of forested

1986). Considered minimums, boreal home habitat from the foothills to higher elevations

ranges are documented at 1,451 ha in the winter (Reynolds etaL 1989). These owls are not thought

and 1,182 ha in the summer (Hayward et al. to be migratory though they may undergo an

1993). There areno accuratepopulation densities elevational shift in habitatbetween summer and

of boreal owls in North America. Territorial winter. The European pygmy owl (Glacidium

singingbymales and otherbehaviors are thought passerinum) has alsoshownirruptive movements

tobe confined to within a 1 00m radius of the nest in Fenno-Scandia (Mikkola 1983). The diminutive

cavity and within the courtship and breeding size of this species and its nocturnal habitats have

period (January to July) (Hayward 1994).

.

resulted in few nests being found and thus little

information on this species exists (Holt and

Detection Methods Norton 1986). The northern pygmy is probably

more commonly seen during winter months

The use ofbroadcast territorial calls of the when it frequents more urbanized areas in search

adult male have been successfully used to deter- ofprey atbird feeders. Little is known about the

mine presence of boreal owls. The same tech- nesting habitat territories or population trends

nique described for flammulated owls applies, of this small owl

The courtship period is thought to end at ap-

proximately the time that rdghttirne tempera- Local Occurrence

tures remain above degrees centigrade. Boreal

calling starts by mid-January and can continue The northern pygmy owl occurs in the

until the end ofJune (Palmer 1987) (Appendix A, study area. We heard a singing male at a Dou-

Table 3). The combination of precipitation and glas-fir/cottonwood interface within the South

wind can restrict calling activity (Palmer 1987). Fork canyon in 1992 outside of our selected

In the Island Park area of southeast Idaho, we sample areas. B. Alford (pers. comm.) reported a
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singing adult in conifer stands east of the sample 1989). Male northern pygmies defend large

area in Sheep Creek. Suitable breeding and territories year round andmaybe assisted in this

winter habitats are found throughoutmost of the defenseby its mate, thus earning the description

study area. of "unsociable" owls. As with the flammulated

owl, territories are thought to course natural

Reproductive Biology topographic features such as ridges. There is

almost nothing known about the territory and

Reproductive information for thepygmy dispersal of this owl species. After following a

owl is taken from similar habitat areas outside of singingmalepygmyowl innorthernMexico and

southeastern Idaho, because we have not found southern Arizona, Marshal (1957) described the

any information specific to Idaho. Colorado, their territory as "immense" (Reynolds et al

Montana and Arizona studies report egg-laying 1989). The northern pygmy owl feeds on small

to occur from early April to mid-May (Holt and mammals such as shrews, mice, and voles and

Norton 1986, Johnsgard 1988). The study of one smallnuthatches, flycatchersand finch-sizebirds.

nest inNW Montana found egg laying to occur Pygmy owls have also been documented to kill

between April 3-15, incubation started April 15 large prey such as red squirrels, young chicken

and hatching occurred May 15 (Holt and Norton and quail, although they were unable to liftthem

1986). Incubation is estimated at 28-30 days. The into the air, and had to feed upon them in place

northern pygmy is one of the few owls that has (Holt and Norton 1986). Ouside of the nesting

synchronized incubation and thus hatching oc- season, hunting takes place during the crepuscu-

curs over an interval of only 1-2 days, lar hours of the day and is accomplished by

Asynchronized hatching has also been docu- surprise and pursuit on the wing. Because of the

mented (Holt and Notron 1986). Clutch sizes large territory of this species, they occur at rela-

range from 3-6 eggs. Within 25 days the young tively low densities throughout their range,

owlets are fully feathered and fledge at 23-30

days. Nests have been found in dead and live Detection Methods

Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, aspen, grand fir

and Western red cedar. Nest cavities used by Often in the winter this small owl can be

pygmy owls have been excavatedby sapsuckers easilyobserved inurban areas and atbird feeders

and northern flickers (Bull et aL 1987). The where they are drawn to potential prey. During

European pygmy uses cavities excavated by the nesting season,however, thepygmy is similar

northernthree-toedwoodpeckers (Mikkolal983). to other small cavity nesting owls in its secretive

behaviors. The use of conspecificbroadcast calls

Ecology and Habitat Relationships are used to detect presence of this species during

its breeding season (April though early June).

The northern pygmy resides in a variety We have heard territorial vocalization of the

of habitat types ranging from oak savanna to northernpygmy along the river corridor in early

mixed montane coniferous forests. Nests maybe June. The European pygmy has been heard

found near openings such as meadows, partially vocalizing ifs territorial call throughout the year

timbered sites or wetlands (Reynolds etal. 1989). but more so during March to May (Mikkola

Such locations are thought to be associated with 1983). Mikkola (1983) describes the European

foraging habitat They are typically not found in pygmy owl as highly vocal and as strongly at-

continuous forests territories but near clearings, tracted to imitated calls. Protocol for using taped

meadows, open water or other such openings calls follows that presented for the flammulated

(Verner and Boss 1980). This owl is associated owL Observedmobbingbysmallbirdscanbean

with low elevation habitat but does range into attractant to finding pygmies,

higher elevation mountain areas (Reynolds et al.
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Swainson's hawk are neotropical migrants; spe-

Discussion cies which annually migrate south to winter

habitats in Mexico/ Guatemala and South

Raptors have longbeennoted as sensitive America, respectively. There is serious concern

indicators of environmental change, and are of- with the status of many neotropical land mi-

ten the first species to show the effects of habitat grants because of notable population declines

alteration, particularlyin insularhabitats (Wilcox (Terborgh 1989).

1987). There are several detailed studies of in-

dividualraptorspeciesin the GreaterYellowstone Comparative Study

Ecosystem, e. g. Franklin 1987, and assemblages

of 2 or 3 interacting species, e. g. Restani 1989. Impacts to raptor communities occur at

However, we know of only one long-term study varying spatial scales from individual breeding

of the entire assemblage of raptors, the notable territories to continents and beyond for migra-

research conductedbyJohnandFrankCraighead toryspedes. RecenttrackingofSwainson'shawks,

and associates in Jackson, Wyoming (Craighead for example, has discovered large scale losses of

and Mindell 1981.). Our interest is to develop a hawks due to pesticide use in wintering grounds

baseline record of the raptor community in the in Argentina (Woodbridge pers. comm).

Snake River study area and to initiate long-term

monitoring. We are hopeful that this information Effects of habitat modification

will be used by planners in on-going efforts to

conserve the area's unique qualities and natural Many will acknowledge that habitat

resources. We anticipate that this growing data modification is a two sided-coin both negative

base will also have value for the conservation of and positive effects can result The Snake River

raptorial birds beyond our geographic area of study area today is vastly different from its

interest The statistical methods developed here conditionbefore settlement For example, shrub-

should be applicable to many species and other steppe communities, sage and mountain brush,

levels of biological diversity. havebeen alteredbygrazing and cultivation (see

Young and Sparks 1985). Aspen woodlands

Species of concern have greatly climinished due to cattle grazing

Several of the raptor spedes noted here and clearing. Riparian communities of great

have special designations because of perceived significance tobirds ofpreyhave changedbecause

vulnerability to species decline. The bald eagle of altered stream flow and fire control (Lee et al

and peregrine falcon are listed as threatened and 1987). The current housing boom in the Greater

endangered species by the federal U. S. Fish and YellowstoneRegionmaybeleadingtoyetanother

Wildlife Service. The northern goshawk and major change in local habitats,

ferruginoushawkare listed as category 2 species, Habitatchanges affectraptorpopulations

species for which listing as endangered or in three primary ways: 1) positive or negative

threatened species may be appropriate, but for influences on direct mortality, 2) loss or gain of

which conclusive data on species vulnerability is potential nesting habitat and 3) altered prey

lacking. Species listed as sensitive or rareby state availability. Human induced direct mortality

and /or federal agencies for the region include arises chiefly from toxic chemicals, shooting,

the Swainson's hawk, flammulated owl, north- collisions, electrocution, and disturbance at critical

ern pygmy-owl, burrowing owL great gray owl, times in nesting. These factors are relatively easy

and boreal owL Little is known about the to control, with the possible exception of toxic

population status of the small forest owls, par- chemicals, because problems are often very spe-

ticularly the flammulated, northern pygmy, and cific and local

boreal owls. The flammulated owl and Impacts to nesting habitat may be more
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general. For example, changes in ground cover ground nesting raptors. Heavy grazing can re-

due to cultivation, grazing or other disturbances duce regeneration of suckering trees like aspen

can make sites unsuitable for nesting by ground and cottonwoods, and thus reduce the long-term

nesting raptors, the harrier and short-eared owL availability of nesting trees. Grazing practices

Humanhousing developmentcan also influence that include site specific control of stock num-
the abundance ofpotential nestpredators suchas bers, tuning, and use can mitigate impacts to

raccoons and red foxes. Numbers ofboth species raptorial birds.

have increased dramatically in recent years. Agricultural practices that affect prey

Cavity nesters like kestrels and small forest owls abundance and raptor foraging opportunity in-

depend upon the presence of dead or partially elude tillage, planting and cultivation, irrigation,

dead trees of sufficient size and cavity builders application of chemicals, and harvesting (Young
like flickers and woodpeckers. Sticknesters and 1987). Manynativeraptorhabitats werereplaced

cliff dwellers all have specific nesting habitat by croplands, roads and farmsteads soon after

requirements. Owls generally need nest build- settlement Primary crops include grains, pota-

ers, like corvids or red-tailed hawks, because toes, and hay. Cultivated crops are usually taller

they do not build their own nests. and denser than adjacent native vegetation, and
Prey availability strongly influences rap- may prevent raptor foraging or harbor lower

torproductivityand localpopulation size (Garton preydensities. However, alfalfahaymaysupport
etal 1987). Reproductive effortand success often higher densities of prey than native vegetation

fluctuate in concert with prey populations. Year (Woodbridge 1985). Hayfields are very impor-

to year population density may be strongly in- tant raptor foraging habitat A high proportion

fluencedby prey availability. Raptorialbirds are ofSwainson'shawkforagmgoccursmthisl-iabitat

highly mobile; large shifts in seasonal raptor Recreational activities can alter raptor

populations such as wintering rough-legged nesting distribution, disturb birds during nest-

hawks are known to follow prey population ing activities, or force changes in foraging be-

changes. Mass raptor population movements havior. Some species are tolerant of nearby

have been noted following prey population human activity, e.g. osprey will nestvery near to

crashes. areas usedby people. Other species such as bald

eagles may be very sensitive to recreational ac-

Effects of Land Uses tivity that occurs near nesting areas. A key factor

in raptor response to human activities is the

The multitude of human land uses effect degree of predictability in thehuman behaviors,

raptorpopulationsbothpositivelyand negatively, For example, many raptors nest on farmlands

and raptor habitatneeds should be considered in where they often see farmers at work, but react

light of potential impacts. We discuss several strongly to less predictable recreationists who
land uses briefly as follows: grazing, agriculture enter nesting areas. Recreational impacts to

generally, recreation, timber harvest, toxic nesting and foraging raptors canbe mitigatedby

chemicals, linearrights-of-way, and urbanization spatial and temporal control of activities.

A pervasive grazing influence is the effect Timber harvest has altered stands of old

upon prey distribution and abundance (Kochert growth and mature timber in upper portions of

1987). Some prey species favor low levels of the study area, which are important habitats for

cover, and may be more available to foraging forest species such as accipiter hawks and some

raptorsifcoverisremoved. Denseground squirrel owlspecies. These habitatchangeshavebenefited

populations are found in heavily grazed areas, otherraptorspedeswithtoleranceformoreopen

On the other hand, many small rxtarrtrnals and habitats. Thus, conservation of the full compli-

birds require vegetative cover. As mentioned ment of native forest-dwelling raptors requires

earlier, grazing can alterground cover neededby betterunderstandingofhabitatrelationshipsand
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species interactions, inventory of raptor popula- ming. J.
Gardetto andK Aslett of the Bureau

tions, and careful monitoring of the effects of of Land Management have been instrumental

management activities. in getting this project started, and both con-

DDTand other organochlorine pesticides tinue to provide substantial logistcal assis-

have been widely implicated in past, and some tance. P. Curlee on NRCC helped with sup-

continuing losses of raptor populations port and project adrriiriistration. T. Kaminski

(Risebrough and Monk 1987). Most of these of the Targhee National Forest has provided

chemicals are no longer in use in the United support B. Alford and Targhee National For-

States. Other pesticides and herbicides currently est and J.
Naderman of Idaho Department of

in use may cause occasional raptor deaths or Fish and Game have opened their files to

reduce prey availability. review. M. Gaffney and M. Gebhardt pro-

New power lines and many new access vided field assistance in 1994.

roads are being built in the study area. Linear

rights-of-way associated -with roadways and

powerlines are often the location of raptor mor-

tality associated with collisions or electrocutions.

Vegetation alteration during the siting of roads

or powerlines can impact raptor habitat Miti-

gationmeasures include careful consideration of

sensitive habitats and use of designs that least

endanger raptors.

Development of Swan Valley and the

Henry's Fork corridor for homesites and other

structures has dramatically increased in recent

years. As natural and agricultural open space is

converted to other uses, raptor nesting and for-

aging habitats may be lost Programs that

maintain open space in areas of key importance

to raptors are needed. For some of the more

tolerant raptor species like osprey and kestrels,

artificial nesting structures can in part mitigate

habitat losses.

Future Study Efforts

Our 1994 effort at presence /absence

sampling has led to a much improved sampling

regime for 1995. In the future years of this project,

we will refine our objectives and methods as

discussed earlier in this report to attain a useful

monitoring program.
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Appendix Table 1 . A bald eagle monitoring plan for GYE/ldaho with area specific suggestions for

monitoring methods and dates and estimates of time needed, December, 1994.

Palisades Reservoir area Activity 3 days; Productivity 4 days

5 territories, all on Forest Service: Hoffman, King Creek, Williams Creek, Edwards Creek, Van Point.

Incubation in this area usually begins approximately one month after South Fork sites, about April 1, with

the exception of Hoffman and King Creek, which begin earlier. It is efficient to monitor these sites from

identified ground points.

Upper South Fork Activity 6 days; Productivity 7 days

9 territories, BLM, Forest Service, and private. Palisades Creek, Swan Valley, Conant Valley, Pine Creek,

Dry Canyon, Gormer Canyon, Wolverine, Antelope Creek, Cress Creek. All of these sites are highly

visible from ground locations and are accessible by ground or boat survey. Incubation begins in late

February to mid-March, with Gormer Canyon typically the latest site to initiate.

Lower South Fork. Main Snake, Lower Henry's Activity 3 days; Productivity 4 days

4 territories, BLM, F&G, and private: Confluence, Cartier Slough, Menan Buttes, Market Lake. Incubation

begins about March 1 . Surveys by air or boat needed for some sites.

Middle Henry's Fork Activity 3 days; Productivity 4 days

6 territories, BLM and private: St. Anthony, Singleton Pond, Teton River, Kerr Canyon, Hale Canyon,

Lower Fall River. Incubation begins about March 1 . Surveys by air needed for some sites, others by

ground survey.

Upper Henry's Fork Activity 5 days; Productivity 8 days

5 territories, Forest Service: Riverside, Snake River Butte, Pine Haven, Moonshine, Last Chance.

Incubation begins mid-March. Ground surveys most effective. Aerial survey can be helpful in location of

new alternate nest sites.

Island Park Reservoir and vicinity Activity 8 days; Productivity 12 days

5 territories, Forest Service, BLM, private or state: Box Canyon, Coffee Pot, IP Bills, Buffalo River, Bishop

Lake, Sheridan. Incubation begins in mid- to late-March. Mostly ground surveys, although aerial survey

can be helpful in location of new nest sites.

Henry's Lake and vicinity Activity 3 days; Productivity 5 days

4 territories, all Forest Service: Lucky Dog, Flat Rock, Henry's Lake, Staley Springs-Targhee Creek.

Incubation begins in mid-March. Mostly ground surveys, although aerial survey can be helpful in location

of new nest sites.
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